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This thesis covers computational methods for improving the ability of green roofs to
mitigate storm water runoff in urban environments. Roofs with living vegetation,
known as green roofs, have been used for this purpose however quantification of their
ability to slow and stop rainfall runoff has not been undertaken to a large degree. In
this work two different approaches are taken: i) to improve green roof performance
by optimizing their location on a building facade; and ii) to optimize the design
of the growth substrate by examining the impact of the porous microstructure on
infiltrating flow. The approach for optimization by placement makes use of traditional
computational fluid dynamics and applies a full turbulence model to an Eulerian
multiphase system consisting of a steady-state wind phase and a set of transient
rainfall phases. The rainfall phases are determined by droplet size and the quantity
incident upon the building facade is calculated and compared to experimental results.
The analysis shows that the accuracy varies widely dependent upon location upon
the structure and several sources of error are discussed. The second approach makes
use of the lattice Boltzmann technique to aid in the deisgn of the growth substrate.
Several representative porous media are generated using monodisperse randomly
packed particles and gravity-driven infiltration is tracked from an initialized standing
water height above the porous subdomain. Many aspects of the flow and properties of
the microstructure are analyzed and conclusions are drawn based upon such factors
as interfacial area, saturation rate, capillary pressure, and pore size distribution.
Guidelines are drawn to aid in the design of thin homogeneous growth substrates
based upon the findings. These ideal cases are compared to simulations performed
on XMT scans of real growth substrate material and some conclusions are drawn on
the observed differences.
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Titel: Förbättrad hantering av urbant dagvattenflöde i gröna tak genom användning
av numeriska beräkningsverktyg
Denna avhandling syftar till att förbättra förmågan hos gröna tak att hantera
dagvattenflöde i urbana miljöer genom att använda numeriska beräkningsverktyg.
Tak som täcks med levande växtlighet, så kallade gröna tak, har länge använts för
att hantera dagvattenflöde i urbana miljöer. Trots det har inte deras förmåga att
hindra och fördröja avrinning från regn kvantifierats tillräckligt. I detta arbete
används två olika angreppssätt: i) att förbättra prestandan genom att optimera var
på byggnaden växtligheten placeras, och ii) att optimera själva utformningen av
växtsubstratet genom att undersöka den porösa mikrostrukturen och dess inverkan
på infiltrationsflödet. Optimeringen av takens placering baseras på traditionell
CFD där en fullständig turbulensmodell används i ett Euleriskt multifasflödessystem
som innehåller konstant vindhastighet och en uppsättning dynamiska regnevent.
Regnets intensitet bestäms av storleken på regndropparna och antalet regnevent
som verkar på olika delar av byggnaden beräknas för att jämföras med experi-
mentella resultat. Analysen visar att tillförlitligheten varierar stort beroende på
var på byggnaden beräkningen utförs. Flera felkällor diskuteras i avhandlingen.
För det andra angreppssättet med målet att förbättra takens prestanda genom
att optimera utformningen av växtsubstratet används beräkningsteknik baserad
på lattice Boltzmann. Flera representativa porösa material analyseras genom att
en fiktiv porstorleksfördelning skapas där partiklar packats slumpmässigt. Grav-
itationen driver infiltrationen genom materialet genom att en vattenyta med ett
givet djup ansätts ovanpå substratet. Aspekter på mikrostrukturens påverkan på
vattenflöde och flödesegenskaper analyseras och slutsatser baserat på gränssnittsytan,
mättningshastighet, kapillärtryck och porstorleksfördelning presenteras. För att
underlätta utformningen av tunna homogena växtsubstrat används resultaten för
att utveckla designriktlinjer. Dessa idealfall jämförs sedan med XMT-skanning av
verkliga växtsubstrat för att säkerställa den praktiska tillämpbarheten av resultaten.
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1.1 Green roof design and usage
Green roofs are defined as any roofing construction incorporating vegetation, which
can range from grasses up to trees and bushes. The vegetation is accompanied by a
soil or soil-like layer called the growth substrate as well as several additional layers,
as seen in Figure 1.1. While most modern green roof designs incorporate many
of the additional layers they are not necessarily always included. Green roofs are
classified into two major types, dependent upon the size of the vegetation and the
consequent thickness of the construction. Intensive green roofs consist of a thicker
growth substrate layer, typically between 20-100 cm, and vegetation ranging from
trees to bushes to flowerbeds. They can be used as gardens or park-like areas however
they require additional structural considerations as well as frequent maintenance.
Extensive green roofs consist of growth substrates 5-20 cm deep and are generally
planted with low-lying hardy vegetation such as sedum and various grasses. These
constructions typically do not require additional load-bearing considerations and
maintenance is minimal provided weather patterns are not extreme. The vegetation
for these types of roofs is primarily selected on the basis of hardiness, with lesser
consideration given to aesthetics or alternative function. There are also green roof
designs falling between these two types, known as semi-intensive, with a substrate
thickness between the two previously mentioned and with vegetation a combination
of grasses and flowers and mid-height plants.
Growth substrates used in green roofs consist of a mix of materials ranging from
organic such as bark chips, biochar, compost and mature soil matter to inorganic such
as expanded clay aggregates, sands, pumice stone, crushed brick, and chemically inert
plastics. The appropriate mix is determined by a balance between water requirements
for the vegetation and desired drainage as well as long-term stability with regard to
vegetation growth. An additional consideration currently under investigation is the
choice of materials for the purpose of water purification and entrapment of pollutants
including heavy metals. The filter sheet is included to prevent erosion of the growth
substrate and blockage of the drainage with substrate material. The drainage layer is
dedicated to to removal of excess water and consists of intermittent linked basins or
channels of a liquid-impermeable material such as a plastic whereby the excess water
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Figure 1.1: Green roof component breakdown. (OrgeBot 2017)
is drained away from the roof. Underneath this we have several layers dedicated to
the protection of the roofing structure from any damage caused by water leakage or
root growth.
Green roof usage dates back to at least the medieval ages and were used by the
Vikings. Findings in Scandinavia and Newfoundland sites show their use in 700-1000
A.D. Archaeologists presume their usage was for defense and insulation purposes. In
more modern times the constructions have experienced a resurgence of interest, for
a variety of reasons. Claims for their usage consist of aesthetic and social benefits
to more quantifiable contributions such as reduction of urban noise pollution to
traditional pollution filtering and entrapment to urban heat island reduction as well
as mechanical damage protection and urban storm water management.
The contribution to urban noise pollution reduction has been demonstrated
using modeling as well es experimentation. Van Renterghem et al. used 2D and
3D full wave modeling to determine that specific placement of green walls and
roofing within narrow urban canyons reduces automobile noise within courtyards
(Van Renterghem et al. 2013). In particular combining wall and roof vegetation
maximizes this effect and placement on higher storeys of a building also aid in their
performance. Connelly and Hodgson investigated the transmission loss of vibrations
using specially designed experimental facilities and found that green roofs aided in
the reduction of low frequency noise transmission (Connelly and Hodgson 2013). This
result is complemented by another study which determined a reduction in decibel
level for both medium and high frequency ranges by 0-10 dB due to the substrate
and acoustic scattering by the vegetation (Lunain et al. 2016).
The possibility of using green roofs to aid in storm water purification and pollutant
entrapment has been found to be viable, however there is also evidence they may
contribute to pollution through fertilizer runoff. One example of their ability to aid
is the use of seaweed in the growth medium to trap heavy metals such as Cadmium,
Nickel, and Chromium (Vijayaraghavan and Joshi 2015). Viecco et al. conducted
experiments to determine dry climate deposition quantities of PM 2.5 and PM 10 on
green roof and living walls. Their work determined that sedum was most effective and
that such strategies can be used in arid climates to improve air quality (Viecco et al.
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2018). One concern regarding the use of green roofs is the leaching of phosphates
from the growth substrate into the water system as determined by Karczmarczyk et
al. who recommended implementation of phosphate reduction measures, particularly
in the case of widespread green roof usage (Karczmarczyk et al. 2018). This is based
upon experimental data using the most industrially widespread growth substrates
available.
The thermal contributions from green roofs are considered as twofold, the first
being their insulatory contribution to the structure energy footprint and second,
their impact on the urban heat island effect. Susca provides a climatic and structural
guideline overview for decision makers with the aim to maximize green roof potential
(Susca 2019). Xing et al. used an experimental setup consisting of 2 rooms, one of
which incorporated a green wall, the other a standard construction, to determine
that the room with the green wall reduced heating demand by holding a higher
nighttime temperature indoors while reducing the exterior air temperature by 1-3
◦C (Xing et al. 2019). Kim et al. modeled the urban heat island (UHI) effect across
multiple climatic zones within the United States and looked at the reduction of UHI
bsed upon modifying urban morphology and the inclusion of green roofs. It was
determined that the inclusion of vegetated areas had a marginal impact on the urban
climate and that the most effective inclusions were higher area ratios of trees and
grasses in hot climates (Kim et al. 2018).
Storm water runoff reduction is widely considered the most important benefit of
green roof usage, with much attention given to quantifying their impact beginning
around the mid 2000s. Researchers began to quantify storm water runoff reduction
of green roofs and advocate for their usage to solve the issue of urban flooding. This
quantification has been split into two major categories, one of which is optimization
of performance by placing them in the most exposed locations. This is accomplished
by experiments and modeling of rainfall on building facades to determine optimal
placement. The other strategy has been to accurately calculate water infiltration
of green roof substrates and drainage layers. The work encompasses experimental
setups from laboratory to in situ full scale testing as well as modeling ranging from
1D simple diffusion equations to fully 3D infiltration models. Further discussion
of these methods in significant detail is provided in subsequent chapters as they
constitute the foundation for the work presented in this thesis.
1.2 Climatic motivation
The primary motivation for the usage of green roofs as an aid to storm water
management in urban environments stems from the measured increases in rainfall
frequency and severity as measured in the northern climes such as that by SMHI
in Sweden (Olsson et al. 2018) and Great Britain (Stovin et al. 2012). Indeed the
issue is more globally widespread, with interest in Italy (Masseroni and Cislaghi
2016), Hong Kong (Wong and Jim 2014), the subcontinent (Bhatla et al. 2019), and
Australia (Schreider et al. 2000). The need to address the impact of this increasing
rainfall in urban storm water infrastructure begins to appear around the mid 2000s
such as this report (Arisz and Burrell 2006) detailing the need for such considerations,
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as well as in Vietnam (Huong and Pathirana 2013) and Denmark (Gregersen et al.
2013). It is clear that the combination of increased localized rainfall frequency and
intensity driven by climate change and UHI effects and limited spatial allowances for
water catchments within urban environments can be addressed to a degree by taking
advantage of available rooftop space for the purpose of storm water mitigation.
1.3 Alternative technologies
It is appropriate to mention that there are alternative technologies to the traditional
green roof that are in use, such as blue/gray roofs. Each design type has its own
advantages and disadvantages worthy of mention. Blue/gray roofs are defined as
similarly to green roofs with the important difference that no organic material is
included and that they may be used to temporarily store water for domestic purposes.
They can be designed to drain water using active or passive controls, with the passive
control similar in theory to that of a standard green roof. Benefits of this type of
roof are similar to green roofs and also include this possibility for temporary water
storage as well as limited maintenance requirements due to the absence of organic
material. There is also a risk of leakages in many of the types of green/blue/gray
roofs, detracting from their use in some cases. They may also be employed for cooling
purposes as a thermal sink however they are not capable of hosting the same level
of biodiversity seen in green roofs and require additional structural considerations
depending upon the dimensions of the roof.
1.4 Main goals of the thesis
There are two main goals of this thesis, each dealing with one aspect of improving the
ability of green roofs to mitigate storm water. Each goal will be treated separately
and the background and motivation for their investigation will be presented at the
time of their respective introduction. The main goals are:
• Optimization of green roof placement on building facade to capture the most
incident rainfall
• Optimization of green roof storm water mitigation by design of the growth
substrate
1.4.1 Optimization of green roof placement (Paper 1)
The main goal of this section of the thesis is to improve prediction of the location on
a building facade where the incident rainfall is highest given a prevailing wind. This
is accomplished by extending previous computational fluid dynamics models within
the field of study to include full turbulence model closures for the rainfall phases.
This inclusion is tested to determine its viability and if any increase in accuracy is
accomplished.
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1.4.2 Optimization of green roof substrate design (Papers
2-4)
The goal of this aspect of the work is to provide increased insight into the impact
of the growth substrate on storm water infiltration dynamics. This is done by
applying the lattice Boltzmann method to chosen porous domains representing
the growth substrate of a green roof. We identify and quantify the underlying
physical phenomena responsible for transport of storm water through these porous
domains and apply the observations to provide guidelines for substrate design. This
is accomplished by extracting properties of the flow and the solid microstructure and
linking observations with physical and mathematical formalizations.
1.5 Structure of thesis
The structure of the thesis is determined by the subject of the papers and concepts
are introduced in the relevant chapters. Chapter 2 is directly related to Paper 1
and consists of a short introduction to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and its
application to the problem of improving green roof performance by their placement on
a structure facade. It includes a description of the model employed as well as some of
the difficulties encountered when modeling rainfall using CFD. Some results from the
calculations are presented along with a discussion of the viability of the technique and
thoughts on future improvements. Chapter 3 relates to Papers 2-4 and provides an
introduction to concepts of soil science required to evaluate the performance of green
roof runoff mitigation. It covers the formal definitions of saturation and permeability
along with the introduction of Darcy’s law and its extension to multiphase flow.
Concepts relevant to porous media are introduced and a background of the resultant
research is included. It also covers the introduction of the Boltzmann equation for
particle motion present in statistical mechanics and its use in the lattice Boltzmann
method to solve flows at the pore-scale within difficult geometries. The model is
outlined and results based upon this method are presented and discussed in the frame
of solving infiltration of soil. Work conducted on X-ray microtomographic scans of
real growth substrates and the subsequent modeling of infiltration is compared to
the previous cases and a reflection on future work concludes the chapter. Chapter
4 provides a quick summary of the work and some general reflections as well as
wrapping up the stated goals and defining possible further investigations.

Nomenclature (Chapter 2)
b – Tuning parameter, raindrop distribution function
B1 – Tuning parameter, raindrop distribution function
B2 – Tuning parameter, raindrop distribution function
Cd – Drag coefficient
cε1 – Tuning parameter, standard k − ε model
cε2 – Tuning parameter, standard k − ε model
cµ – Tuning parameter, standard k − ε model
ddrop – Droplet diameter, rain
F – Liquid water fraction of drops in air less than size ddrop
f – Body force (tensor notation)
fc – Coriolis force
fh – Raindrop size distribution, through horizontal plane
gi – Gravity
H – Characteristic height, structure
I – Rainfall intensity
Iu – Stream-wise turbulence intensity
k – Turbulent kinetic energy
Lx – Domain length, x-direction
Ly – Domain length, y-direction
Lz – Domain length, z-direction
m – Tuning parameter, raindrop distribution function
n – Normal vector
p – Pressure
P k – Production term for turbulent kinetic energy
pi – Time-averaged pressure
q – Phase number indicator
qs – Rain phase turbulent profile scaling factor
R – Relative Reynolds number
Rh – Rainfall intensity, horizontal
Rwdr – Rainfall intensity, wind-driven rain
Sh – Event cumulative rainfall
s – Tuning parameter, raindrop distribution function
t – Time
u – Velocity (tensor notation)
ui – Velocity (Einstein notation)
ur – Velocity, reference height
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ui – Velocity, time-averaged
uq, i – Velocity, rain phase
u′i – Velocity, instantaneous fluctuation
u∗ABL – Friction velocity, atmospheric boundary layer
Vt – Terminal velocity, raindrop
Vn – Rain phase velocity, structure-face normal
yG – Boundary layer depth, atmospheric boundary layer
yr – Reference height
y0 – Aerodynamic roughness length, atmospheric boundary layer
W – Liquid volume per volume of air
α – Power law exponent, atmospheric boundary layer
αq – Phase volumetric fraction
αq,loc – Phase volumetric fraction, local
δij – Dirac delta function
ηd – Specific catch ratio, wind-driven rain
η – Catch ratio, wind-driven rain
ε – Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
κ – von Karman constant
ρ – Density
ρw – Density, rain phase
λ – Latitude
φwind – Wind direction
µnw – Dynamic viscosity, wind
ν – Kinematic viscosity
νnw – Kinematic viscosity, wind
νt – Turbulent kinematic viscosity
Ω – Angular velocity, Earth’s rotation
σk – Tuning parameter, standard k − ε model
σε – Tuning parameter, standard k − ε model
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Optimization of green roof
placement
2.1 Brief introduction to computational fluid dy-
namics
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a numerical methodology for solving the
equations for conservation of energy, momentum and mass, primarily within the
Eulerian framework (fixed-frame). It was first developed in the 1920’s and progressed
in complexity and scope over the century. It is used in engineering to model and
solve a variety of flow-related problems as well as within animation to mimic liquid
motion with greater realism. The applications within engineering range from the
microscopic to the macroscopic scale with computational domains in microns to
Earth’s atmosphere. Due to range in scales previously mentioned it is often necessary
to look at the problem on many levels of detail and gain an understanding of the most
important processes at work. Turbulence for example operates on scales of the same
magnitude of the computational domain to what is known as the Kolmogorov scales,
wherein the turbulent energy is dissipated as heat It is a very powerful technique
for examining complex multiscale problems with a controllable level of accuracy,
which is determined by a variety of factors. One such controlling factor is that
these computations are quite expensive in terms of computational power and the
time required and thus a balance between accuracy and resource management is
imperative. The great flexibility of the method and its wide range of applications
have propelled the methodology to prominence within many areas of research and
with the advancements made in computational power new possibilities are frequently
arising.
2.2 Current state of research
The original method of calculating the quantity of wind-driven rain incident upon a
building facade was developed by Choi in 1994 (Choi 1994) who employed Lagrangian
particle tracking (LPT) and the concept of a stream tube The steady-state wind profile
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was calculated and then trajectories for individual drops were iteratively calculated,
forming a tube connecting an area of the inlet boundary to and area of the building
facade. Once this was accomplished a distribution of raindrop sizes present within
this stream tube were calculated and by summing their liquid contribution a quantity
of rainfall on the building facade as determined. This process was consequently
both time consuming and calculation-intensive as this process must be done for each
unique rainfall intensity and wind direction. The amount of wind-driven rain (WDR)
on each facade zone was calculated using previous research on raindrop terminal
velocities classified by raindrop size and raindrop size distribution dependent on
rainfall intensity (Gunn and Kinzer 1949) (Best 1950). The details of the method
were formalized in 2002 by Blocken and Carmeliet (Blocken and Carmeliet 2002).
These issues motivated subsequent researchers to modify the process in a variety of
ways, both to increase accuracy and reduce computation requirements.
The first applications of Choi’s technique that were validated against experimental
data were published in 2002, 2006 and 2007 by Blocken and Carmeliet (Blocken
and Carmeliet 2002) (Blocken and Carmeliet 2006) (Blocken and Carmeliet 2007).
In the papers the researchers applied the method using steady-state 3D Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) with standard and realizable k − ε turbulence
models, respectively. The results of their approach were compared with experimental
data gathered at the VLIET test building of the Laboratory of Buildings Physics,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in Flanders, Belgium, with the results showing
relatively good ability to predict WDR on the building facade.
The model was extended to quasi-steady state, presented in (Blocken and
Carmeliet 2002). This allowed for combinations of steady-state results to be linearly
interpolated to allow for results from combination that were not solved directly,
creating a form of solution matrix.This improved flexibility when calculating the
total rainfall impinging on a building facade under changing conditions rather than
a single solution. A subsequent paper was published detailing temporal accuracy
standards for applying the quasi-steady WDR technique (Blocken and Carmeliet
2008). This paper showed that weather data must be collected and properly weighed
such that the data was given in 10 minute intervals.
The original models neglected the turbulent dispersion term of the raindrop
phases to simplify the calculations however this was treated as a known source of
error that must be addressed. In 2009 Blocken et al. tested 4 different turbulence
models using the LPT approach on modeling the wind blocking effects on WDR
between two buildings (Blocken, Dezsö, et al. 2009). The results showed the wind
blocking effect of the buildings reduced WDR on both buildings by around 25%
where the blocking was in effect. Additionally the k − ε model performed most
poorly compared to the realizable k− ε, RNG k− ε and RSM models, with the RSM
model giving the most accurate results. The failure of the standard k − ε lay in the
over-prediction of turbulent kinetic energy along the roofline, thus giving inaccurate
WDR results for the rooftop. Another study was undertaken in 2009 by Akubu et
al. to determine the accuracy of the LPT modeling technique on WDR with winds
oblique to the building facade (Abuku et al. 2009). The model was validated against
data gathered at a site in Trondheim and the results suggested the technique to be
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less accurate when applied to oblique WDR than to WDR driven by wind normal to
the building facade.
Huang and Li published a paper detailing the replacement of LPT with Eulerian
Multiphase (EM) to model the rain phases (S. Huang and Q. Li 2010). This alteration
of the method by Choi was a means of eliminating the iterative raindrop trajectory
calculations. In this method the rain is divided into different phases, each with a
different raindrop diameter, and each phase has a corresponding volumetric ratio
in its momentum equation. The conservation of mass and momentum equations
are solved for each phase however turbulent dispersion is still neglected. In 2013
Kubilay et al. used the model proposed by Huang and Li wherein the model is
validated against experimental data gathered at the Hunting Lodge St. Hubertus in
the Netherlands (Kubilay et al. 2013). The accuracy of the new method was found
to be comparable to that attained using LPT however the computational resources
were reduced significantly.
In 2014 Kubilay et al. released two papers on the application of the EM quasi-
steady method to an array of cubes in close proximity to each other and to the
Hunting Lodge St. Hubertus (Kubilay et al. 2014c) (Kubilay et al. 2014b). In
these works the turbulent dispersion term is included and the closure of each rain
phase is attained by introducing a response coefficient which determines to what
degree the rain phase velocity fluctuations align with those of the wind phase. The
full solution is attained by iteratively solving the rain phase equations until the
desired residual values are reached and the catch ratio is calculated for the entire
building facade. The results of the simulation on the cubes was validated against
detailed meteorological data gathered from a site in Switzerland (Kubilay et al.
2014a). The Hunting Lodge results were compared to the previous works without the
implementation of turbulent dispersion and accuracy was shown to improve slightly
in this new model. An implementation of full turbulence models for the raindrop
phases had not been tested previously and such an implementation is attempted in
this work.
2.3 Goal of doctoral research (pt 1)
The main goal of this section of the thesis is to improve prediction of the location on
a building facade where the incident rainfall is highest given a prevailing wind. This
is accomplished by extending previous computational fluid dynamics models within
the field of study to include full turbulence model closures for the rainfall phases.
This inclusion is tested to determine its viability and if any increase in accuracy is
accomplished.
2.4 Single phase mathematical model
We introduce the conservation equations of mass and momentum for incompressible
Newtonian fluid flow, a specific formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. These
equations will be used to calculate the steady-state wind flow profile around a building
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after some modifications. Equation 2.1 is the conservation of mass and 2.2 represents
the conservation of momentum:
∇ · u = 0, (2.1)
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = f − 1
ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u. (2.2)
where u = [u1, u2, u3] is the fluid velocity, f the external body force(s) (usually
gravity), ρ is the fluid density, p is the fluid pressure, and ν is the kinematic viscosity.


















The modeling of the wind profile around a building will make use of the Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, thus we describe the notion of the closure
problem present in time averaging the equations presented above. Time averaging
equations 2.3 and 2.4 is accomplished using the decomposition in 2.5 for all variables,
and applying the subsequent relations:
ui = ui + u′i, (2.5)
ui = ui, (2.6)
u′i = 0, (2.7)
uiu′j = 0, (2.8)
u′iu
′
j 6= 0. (2.9)
This will transform equation 2.3 and 2.4 into equations 2.10 and 2.11 however we
have no conservation equation for the final term, the double correlation of the
instantaneous velocities u′iu′j , known as the Reynolds stresses. This is what is known
as the closure problem, as in order to solve this quantity we must derive another
transport equation for this quantity, which leads to more variables for which we have
no equation. The solution to this problem is to employ turbulence modeling to close
























2.5 Standard k − ε closure model
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which provides a relation between turbulent kinetic energy, the mean energy found
within turbulent eddies, and the Reynolds stresses. This is accomplished by in-
troducing an eddy viscosity νt > 0 and was the first method by which the closure
problem was addressed. Any model which uses this type of closure is known as an
eddy viscosity model (EVM), of which there are many different models in use. This
relation allows equations 2.10 and 2.11 to be rewritten in terms of eddy viscosity























There are many options available within eddy viscosity models, ranging from 0
equation models to multi-equation models. In this work the 2 equation standard
k − ε model is used. This model uses modeled equations for both turbulent kinetic
energy k and turbulent dissipation ε which must be derived from their repsective
exact transport equations. This derivation is not included here but can be found in
(Launder and Spalding 1974). This model is one of the most widely used and has
been modified several times for specific purposes.
















where P k is the production term for the turbulent kinetic energy:










We define a transport equation for the modeled dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
ε, which represents the dissipation of kinetic energy from the smallest eddies and is




























cµ = 0.09, (2.19)
σk = 1.0, (2.20)
σε = 1.3, (2.21)
cε1 = 1.44, (2.22)
cε2 = 1.92. (2.23)
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The standard k − ε model requires wall functions which act to improve the accuracy
of the model near the boundaries, particularly in the viscous boundary layer. This
is to aid in the solution of the known issue of this model to over-predict turbulent
kinetic energy near boundaries. The ones used here are taken from the model creators
Launder & Spalding (Launder and Spalding 1974).
2.6 Multiphase extension
The solution of the wind-driven rain requires the extension of the equations presented
above to multiple phases and the temporal domain. Once the solution of the wind
phase has been generated the rain phases are introduced. The transient incompressible
equations of mass and momentum conservation for the additional phases, representing






















where αq is the volume fraction of qth rain phase, uq,i the ith velocity component
of qth rain phase, ui the wind velocity component, ρw raindrop density, Cd raindrop
drag coefficient and R the relative Reynolds number. The pressure and diffusion
terms have been removed from the wind phase representation however several new
terms are added. A term representing the wind’s influence on the rain (the drag




where ddrop is the raindrop diameter. Each phase is closed using the same EVM, the
standard k − ε model. It is to be noted that while the wind phase contributes to
the motion of the raindrop phases via the drag term, the raindrop phases do not
have any effect on the wind phase, known as one-way coupling. This formulation is
considered acceptable when one considers the volumetric fractions each rain phase
occupies.
2.6.1 Rain phase turbulent closure
The closure model for the rain phase turbulent quantities is phase-specific, meaning
that each phase is closed individually and there is no transport of turbulent kinetic
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for each individual phase q.


































While it is possible to set the constants for each phase individually, they are kept
identical however repeated here for clarity. The only modification is to the definition





cµ = 0.09, (2.32)
σk = 1.0, (2.33)
σε = 1.3, (2.34)
cε1 = 1.44, (2.35)
cε2 = 1.92. (2.36)
2.7 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the phases are defined such that a level of similarity
between the different phases is present. This was enforced due to issues encountered
in the initialization of the simulations, which will be discussed in more detail later.
Boundary conditions - wind












where u∗ABL and y0 are the fitted values for the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL)
friction velocity and aerodynamic roughness length, respectively, and κ = 0.42 is the
von Kármán constant. The turbulent quantities are also calculated using atmospheric
flow profiles






Iu = 0.3, (2.40)
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where Iu is the stream-wise turbulence intensity. In this case because our domain
does not extend significantly vertically in terms of general ABL computation we can
assume it is constant. In domains spanning several hundred meters in the vertical
direction a more elaborate approach is used.
k(y) = (Iu(y)u(y))2 , (2.41)



















fc = 2Ω sin(λ), (2.45)
where α is the power law exponent, yG is the boundary layer depth, f is the Coriolis
force, Ω is the angular velocity of Earth’s rotation and λ is the latitude of interest.
This set of equations is recommended by (Tominaga et al. 2008). Many approaches
exist for approximating atmospheric inlet conditions and more information can be
found in (Q.-s. Yang and J. Zhang 2009) (Richards and Hoxey 1993) (Y. Yang et al.
2009). The aerodynamic roughness length is chosen corresponding to the sand-grain
roughness height as in (Nikuradse 1933). The complete boundary condition overview
is given in Table 2.1.
Boundary Type Parameters
Inlet Velocity ux = ux(y), uy = 0, uz = uz(y)
Outlet Zero gradient ∇θ = 0
Ground Wall u = 0, ∇u · n = 0
Building Wall u = 0, ∇u · n = 0
Top Velocity ux = ux(ymax), uy = 0, uz = uz(ymax)
Sides Symmetry
Table 2.1: Wind phase boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions - rain
The raindrop phases are defined in a similar fashion to the wind phase with the
notable inclusion of the volumetric ratio αq and raindrop terminal velocity Vt(q) on
the inlet and top boundaries. The remaining boundaries use the same conditions as
previously stated for the wind phase. The specifics are given in Table 2.2. It is worth
noting that we have chosen to implement no-slip conditions on the walls for the rain
phases which is not realistic and may be a source of error. This choice requires the
raindrop velocities to be measured away from the walls rather than directly at the
interface and is discussed in more detail later in the text.
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Boundary Type Parameters
Inlet Phase velocity ux,q = ux,q(y), uy,q = −Vt(q), uz,q = uz,q(y)
Phase volumetric ratio αq
Outlet Zero gradient ∇θ = 0
Ground Wall uq = 0, ∇uq · n = 0
Building Wall uq = 0, ∇uq · n = 0
Top Phase velocity ux,q = ux,q(ymax), uy,q = −Vt(q), uz,q = uz,q(ymax)
Phase volumetric ratio αq
Sides Symmetry
Table 2.2: Rain phase boundary conditions.
The turbulent quantity boundary conditions for the rainfall phases were initialized
in a similar manner to the wind phase, the assumption being that this would reduce
numerical instability, particularly when larger number of phases were included. The
boundary condition equations are:





Iu = 0.3, (2.48)
where the scaling factor qs is added to adjust the intensity for both quantities.
Several iterations were tested using this approach and qs was ultimately left at
1. This particular implementation was chosen given the extremely low volumetric
ratios involved with the acknowledgment that this approach may be inaccurate.
No additional investigations were undertaken to determine the validity of such an




While the theoretical framework has been introduced it is still necessary to provide
information regarding the setup of the simulations, beginning with the domain
determination and mesh generation. The computational domains were constructed
using ANSYS ICEM, with the dimensions being chosen for each individual case
to adhere to best practices in atmospheric boundary layer flow modeling. These
regulations stipulate that the domain must be proportioned based upon a chosen
characteristic length, in our case the building height. Figure 2.1 displays Case 2 and
2.2 shows Case 3, with their characteristic heights H = 2 and H = 58, respectively.
Case 1 is not pictured but the structure is the same as in Case 2, the array of cubes.
The domain dimensions are modified for Case 2 to account for a different wind
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direction. The domain dimensions are determined by the requirements to ensure
an accurate atmospheric boundary layer inlet profile as well as outflow length for
undisturbed flow. The blockage factor of the constructions is less than 1% in the
streamwise direction.
Figure 2.1: Cube array domain (Case 2).
Figure 2.2: Full-scale building domain (Case 3).
The domains are discretized using structured hexaherdal elements following prac-
tice methods These require the computational mesh to adhere as best as possible to
having a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition around 1, which is a requirement
for explicit time stepping methods to ensure numerical stability. In addition the
expansion ratio from one adjacent element to another must not exceed 1.2 and the
aspect ratio of the elements are limited to prevent numerical divergence from arising.
This process results in the meshing characteristics presented in Table 2.3.
The meshing for the structures used in Cases 1,2, and 3 are presented in Figure
2.3 to give a visual representation of the discretization. The number of elements in
Case 1 is 2,498,109; Case 2 consists of 1,013,249 elements; and Case 3 has 14,341,622.
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Length [m] H Lx Ly Lz ∆xmin ∆ymin ∆zmin ∆t [s]
Case 1 2.0 56.0 12.0 56.0 0.0296 0.0089 0.0296 0.001
Case 2 2.0 56.0 12.0 30.0 0.1184 0.0089 0.0296 0.005
Case 3 58.0 1288.13 348.0 783.2 0.03 0.012 0.012 0.0025
Table 2.3: Domain dimenions and discretization.
(a) Cube array discretization close-up. (b) Full-scale building discretization close-up.
Figure 2.3: Structure meshing in Ansys ICEM.
2.8.2 Simulation parameters
Solver and convergence criteria
The commercial software AVL FIRE was used to calculate the solutions for cases 1-3
using the appropriate input parameters defined below. The simulations are run in
two stages. First the solution of the steady-state wind profile is calculated. In the
second stage the wind profile solution is used as the initialization for the transient
wind phase whereas the raindrop phases are defined using the parameters given in
Table 2.5. The semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE) solver
is used, though modified to the SIMPLE-PISO solver for the multiphase transient
solution. Convergence is determined using residuals set at 10−6 and for the rain
phases local convergence of the velocity and volumetric fraction profiles are monitored
in the areas of interest.
Wind inlet profile
The wind profile generated by equation 2.37 is matched to experimental data of
wind velocities at variable heights. For Cases 1 and 2 this data is obtained from
experimental data of a rain event gathered by Kubilay et al. (Kubilay et al. 2014a)
and undertaken at Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology
(EMPA) in Dübendorf, Switzerland, latitude 47◦24′9′′N and longitude 83◦6′50′′E.
This experiment consisted of 9 cubes set in an array spaced two meters apart and
with each cube measuring two meters of length. Wind velocities were measured by
an 3D ultrasonic anemometer on a mast 8.4 meters high, located near the cubes and
2 cup anemometers at heights 2.4 and 5.4 meters high. Horizontal rainfall intensity
was measured using a tipping bucket at a frequency of 1 Hz and data is subsequently
averaged over a period 10 minutes. The inlet profiles for case 3 are taken from
meteorological data from SMHI at the appropriate location in Gothenburg Sweden.
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φwind u(2.4) u(5.4) u(8.4) Rh [mm/h] Sh [mm] t [min]
Case 1 229.017 2.12 2.62 2.75 20.0 3.331 140
Case 2 270.151 0.54 0.96 1.38 7.10 1.18 300
φwind u(10.0) u(30.0) Rh [mm/h]
Case 3 163.0 7.5 15.4 3.0
Table 2.4: Experimental weather data for inlet profile generation.
The wind direction and rainfall intensities are chosen to match representative weather
conditions taken as an annual average value.
Rain phase distributions
Each rain phase is determined by the droplet diameter ddrop and its corresponding
terminal velocity Vt. The droplet diameter itself is a representative value for a range
of droplet sizes with a given probability of occurrence in a particular rainfall intensity.
This can be formalized by the equations developed by Best in 1950 (Best 1950) and
is an empirical fitting to experimental data and previous research by Gunn & Kinzer
in 1949 (Gunn and Kinzer 1949) wherein the distribution is:








a = B1Is, (2.50)
W = B2Ib, (2.51)
f(ddrop) = F (ddrop + δddrop)− F (ddrop), (2.52)
where F is the fraction of liquid water in the air with drops of diameter less than
ddrop [mm], I [mm/hr] is the rainfall intensity, W [mm3/m3] is the amount of liquid






The probability distribution f(ddrop) of water in the air with drops of diameter ddrop
to ddrop + δddrop gives the distribution in a volume of air, however due to differences
in terminal velocity of each drop size we must convert this to distribution through a






where fh(ddrop) is the raindrop distribution through a horizontal plane. The phasic
volumetric ratios can be directly taken from the probability distribution function
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f(ddrop) once the assumption of a maximum raindrop diameter is determined. The
distribution can be modified by the chosen number of raindrop phases. In this work
two distributions were tested for Case 2 however difficulties were encountered in
the stability of such simulations, a topic which is discussed in section 2.9.2. The
distributions for the rainfall phases are given in Table 2.5; Case 3 is not included
as no distribution tested provided satisfactory results. The number of phases limits
the accuracy of the results, particularly for smaller droplet sizes as they are more
influenced by the wind phase. There is a trade-off between increasing the number
of phases and therefore result accuracy and computational efficiency. In the cases
discussed here the raindrop sizes were chosen to reflect a equal distribution of the
full raindrop size spectrum. This spectrum is dependent upon the rainfall intensity,
which explains why the chosen raindrop sizes for Case 1 and 2 differ slightly. It
should be noted that for raindrops with diameter in the range of 0.5− 20 µm the
continuum assumption is not valid and the application of the Navier-Stokes to model
their behavior can produce erroneous results (Beard 1976).
Case 1 Case 2
q αq ddrop Vt αq ddrop Vt
1 0.9999992697 - - 0.9999997142 - -
2 2.612 ×10−7 1.8 6.09 7.50 ×10−8 1.2 4.64
3 2.915 ×10−7 3.0 8.06 1.020 ×10−7 2.0 6.49
4 1.775 ×10−7 5.0 9.09 1.088 ×10−7 4.0 8.83
Table 2.5: Rain phase technical information.
2.8.3 Results and discussion
Wind profile solutions
The steady-state wind profile solutions are taken after convergence as determined by
the residuals for the conservation equations reaches 10−6 and the results are plotted
for Cases 2 and 3 in Figure 2.4 and 2.5. While the results capture larger recirculation
zones where the atmospheric wind profile impinges upon the structures it is to be
noted that the velocities are likely to be artificially high due to the over-prediction
of turbulent kinetic energy by the use of the standard k − ε turbulence model. This
issue is treated in more detail in section 2.9. In Figure 2.4a we see the profile of
the wind flow at height 1 meter from the ground as seen from above. The wind is
traveling from left to right. We see an increase in velocity when the wind hits the
cubes and flows around and over them, leaving areas of lower velocity in between the
cubes. In this region the wind flows in a somewhat circular pattern, as evidenced
by the arrows in both 2.4 (a) and (b). It is in these areas where the wind-driven
rain will likely hit the sides of the cubes. The majority of the flow is uninterrupted
,though the velocity on the leeward side of the cube array is lowered slightly. In the
channels between the cubes in line with direction of flow we see an increased velocity
due to the compression of the wind between the rows and subsequent expansion after
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(a) Wind velocity, (cut at y=1.0). (b) Wind velocity, (cut at z=0.0).
Figure 2.4: Velocity profiles cut along equidistant planes with regard to cube
array.
each cube. Due to these patterns we expect to see coverage on both the windward
and leeward faces of the cubes, decreasing towards the ground, though the majority
of the rainfall will be collected by the tops of the cubes.
We see similar occurrences in Figure 2.5 with increased velocities when the wind
is compressed between buildings or upon its incidence to the building facades. Once
again we see regions where the flow recirculates, allowing for higher rates of incident
rainfall on leeward or otherwise facing parts of the buildings. We see a much higher
blocking effect upon the wind by the full size structures which is to be expected as
they are no aligned with the direction of wind flow and thus disturb the atmospheric
flow to a greater extent.
(a) Velocity profile, (x = 18.0). (b) Velocity profile, (z=54.0).
Figure 2.5: Velocity profiles along central planes with regard to primary structure.
Calculating wind-driven rain catch ratio
The quantity of wind-driven rain on a building facade is calculated for each phase
and a sum total of all rain phases: the specific catch ratio and catch ratio as defined
in equations 2.54 and 2.55, respectively. Note that the calculated field variables
required for this calculation are the local volumetric ratio of each rain phase and
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where Rwdr is the WDR intensity, Rh the horizontal rainfall intensity, fh(Rh, ddrop)
the raindrop size distribution through a horizontal plane and |Vn(q)| the rain phase
velocity magnitude normal to the building facade.
Rain phase velocity and catch ratio solutions
The rain phase velocities are taken at the boundary as close to the facade as possible
and spatially averaged over a small region in the vicinity to prevent influence of any
local numerical anomalies. This process is controlled directly and the area over which
the averaging takes place can be modified such that the accuracy of the result can
be verified to a reasonable degree. This method of evaluation for the facade-normal
velocity component is also used to determine the values for the local volumetric
ratio of each phase. The phase velocities vary significantly depending upon droplet
diameter and this variation can be seen in Figures 2.6, where the streamlines of
chosen phases are plotted for Case 2.
(a) Example rain phase streamlines, ddrop =
1.2 (Case 2).
(b) Example rain phase streamlines, ddrop =
4.0 (Case 2).
Figure 2.6: Rainfall streamlines for selected phases (Case 2).
The catch ratios are presented in Table 2.6 and the locations of the results ae
shown in Figure 2.7, with Cube A and Cube B being the windward faces of the
cubes designated in Figure 2.1. The results for the each of the cubes is compared to
experimental results from Kubilay et al (Kubilay et al. 2014a) and the error difference
is presented in Table 2.7.
The errors show that while the use of a turbulence model can produce accurate
results in some sections of the cubes, there is still a large issue overall. The extremities
are not well predicted, which can be due to the choice of turbulence model. The
errors range from 5 to 70 % with little predictability in terms of location or systemic
nature. More validation cases are required to draw any conclusions on this particular
lack of accuracy. While we can reach low error values we cannot conclude that
the model is more accurate than previous models, and indeed if one considers the
additional computational component required for implementing a full turbulence
model this method leaves room for improvement. We examine a few sources of
difficulty in the methodology in more more detail in the following section.
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Figure 2.7: Sampling locations on the windward face of Cube A and B, numbers
correspond to values in Table 2.6 and 2.7.
Simulation Experimental
Point Cube A Cube B Cube A Cube B
Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2
1 0.20 0.08 0.21 0.07 0.29 0.15 0.28 0.17
2 0.24 0.08 0.20 0.05 0.28 0.18 0.00 0.00
3 0.20 0.06 0.22 0.07 0.28 0.22 0.29 0.17
4 0.20 0.12 0.17 0.09 0.25 0.14 0.00 0.00
5 0.21 0.12 0.18 0.08 0.24 0.14 0.24 0.13
6 0.20 0.12 0.15 0.07 0.27 0.14 0.25 0.16
7 0.21 0.05 0.16 0.09 0.23 0.14 0.18 0.10
8 0.21 0.06 0.18 0.07 0.22 0.12 0.21 0.14
9 0.17 0.07 0.17 0.10 0.27 0.15 0.24 0.12
Table 2.6: Summary of catch ratios for cases 1 and 2.
2.9 Difficulties
Several difficulties were encountered during this investigation that are worth a small
discussion as the implications for future investigation are not insignificant.
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Location Cube A Cube B
Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2
1 31.9 45.8 23.6 61.8
2 15.7 56.0 NA NA
3 30.0 71.5 23.4 55.8
4 21.0 9.2 NA NA
5 13.4 17.0 22.5 40.1
6 28.0 14.4 39.3 57.6
7 9.6 62.4 10.8 12.6
8 5.1 46.7 17.5 47.0
9 37.4 53.3 26.6 14.6
Table 2.7: Summary of errors [%] for cases 1 and 2.
2.9.1 Turbulence model choice
Originally the model of choice to solve this problem was partially-averaged Navier-
Stokes (PANS), which is a newer alternative to the more traditional RANS model
however it presented several insurmountable challenges in the course of its imple-
mentation. While the chosen software was capable of solving the PANS model the
extension to multiphase for the rainfall resulted in almost immediate divergences.
This issue was investigated for some time, leading to the conclusion that the dif-
ferences required in the boundary condition implementation was destabilizing the
convergence and thus a return to the more traditional RANS approach was chosen.
2.9.2 Rain phase volumetric fraction choice
The implementation of the rain phases presented another challenge in the form of the
very low volumetric fractions and their implementation in a continuum (Eulerian)
framework. In the past the rain phases were solved by applying Lagrangian particle
tracking (LPT) to individual particles or particle packages introduced in a steady-
state wind profile however the iterative calculations were computationally expensive.
In the Eulerian framework the calculations are in theory reduced by solving all
phases as a continuous fluid. The very low volumetric fractions assigned to each
phase resulted once again in quick divergence of the simulations as the threshold
tolerance for phase presence in a computational cell was of the same magnitude as
the initialized phase volumetric fractions. A modification from 7 rainfall phases to 3
was implemented to increase the ratios of each phase and prevent this problem; with
the sacrifice of a less accurate raindrop distribution.
2.9.3 Turbulent quantity initialization
The initialization of the turbulent quantities also presented a small challenge as if
the rain phases were assigned minimal turbulent kinetic energy a divergence was
almost instantaneous however if they were assigned a similar value to that of the
wind phase boundary condition divergence also occurred. It was necessary to impart
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a value between these extremes and monitor the evolution of the turbulent kinetic
energy and dissipation in order to prevent divergences however the reduction in phase
quantity also alleviated this issue. It is therefore worth nothing that when solving
this problem in an Eulerian framework careful thought must be put into choice of
turbulent quantities and how best to initialize them for the rainfall phases. Another
option to avoid the issue is to simply neglect the turbulent dispersion term in the
flow equations, however this term has been found to be significant, particularly in
close proximity to the building facades.
2.10 Conclusions and Future Work
As has been stated previously in the difficulties section there are a myriad of
complications that need to be addressed before I can recommend the use of full
turbulent close models with this methodology. These can be solved I am certain but
the question is at what level of detail we are comfortable with the resultant accuracy.
There is currently no use for small-scale green roofs for the mitigation of rainfall
and their placement is likely subject to constraints on the building, whether it is
newly constructed or retrofitted to include such a roof design. If we require simply a
guideline for placement then maybe this level of detail is not required and we are
simply over-complicating the problem with little gain, particularly when we point
out that each solution is valid for a single wind direction and rainfall intensity. If
this kind of model is extended to fully transient solutions over long periods of time I
have a strong feeling the issues discussed prior will become even more troublesome
to the point that little progress will be achieved for the exponential increase in
computational requirements. It is with these considerations in mind that I have
decided to leave this particular investigation at this point of completion and instead
focus on the second goal of the doctoral work, that of optimization of the growth
substrate by design.
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Nomenclature (Chapter 3)
Alg – Interfacial area
Ar1r2 – Lattice particle scattering matrix
~cr – Lattice node connection vectors
cs – Speed of sound coefficient
C – Boltzmann collision operator
d – Particle diameter
deff – Particle effective diameter
e – Energy
ep – Particle conversion coefficient
F – Helmholtz free energy
Fr – Body force
Fsc – Shan-Chen gas-liquid interaction force
~F – External force term
f – Density distribution function
f eqr – Equilibrium probability density function
fr – Spatial and temporal mean of occupancy number
f̂ – Post-collision probability density function
G – Inter-phasic interaction strength
g – Gravity, vector
g – Gravity, scalar
~g – Relative velocity between particles
H – Porous media height
h – Standing water height
h∗ – Standing water height, dimensionless
I – Particle collision differential cross-section
K – Permeability (tensor)
Kω – Permeability, phasic (tensor)
K – Permeability, scalar
K∗ – Permeability, dimensionless
krw,rnw – Relative permeability (tensor), wetting, non-wetting phase
krw,rnw – Relative permeability (scalar), wetting, non-wetting phase
L – Porous domain length, transverse
LT – Full domain length
M – Mass
m – Fitting coefficient, VGM
N – number of particles
n – Fitting coefficient, VGM
nr – Lattice occupancy number
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p – Pressure
~p – Phase space momenta
pc – Capillary pressure
pc,eff – Capillary pressure, effective
pg – Pressure scaling value, VGM
pnw – Pressure, non-wetting phase
pw – Pressure, wetting phase
q – Fitting coefficient, VGM
Rr – Spatial and temporal probability density function total fluctuations
reff – Effective pore radius
rr – Spatial and temporal probability density function fluctuations
Sat – Saturation
Se – Effective saturation
S – Boltzmann streaming operator
t – Time
t∗ – Time, dimensionless
U z – Mean vertical velocity
u – Velocity
ueq – Velocity for defining equilibrium distribution function
uω – Phasic velocity
uc – Pore-scale characteristic velocity
V – Volume
Vtotal – Volume, total
Vvoid – Volume, void (air)
Vwet – Volume, wetting phase
~v – Phase space velocity
vω – Phasic velocity, Darcy
W – Work
wp – Cementation coefficient
wr – Weighting parameter, LBM
~x – Phase space positional coordinates
αω – Volumetric fraction, phasic
∆w – Surplus density parameter
ε – Porosity
γ – Surface tension
κ – Hydraulic conductivity
κr – Equivalent relative hydraulic conductivity
κs – Saturated hydraulic conductivity
µnw – Dynamic viscosity, non-wetting phase
µw – Dynamic viscosity, wetting phase
ν – Kinematic viscosity
νnw – Kinematic viscosity, non-wetting phase
νw – Kinematic viscosity, wetting phase
φ – Packing parameter
ρ – Density
ρnw – Density, non-wetting phase
ρw – Density, wetting phase
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ρwall – Contact angle, equiv. to θc
τ – Relaxation time coefficient
θ – Volumetric water content
θc – Contact angle, equiv. to ρwall
θr – Residual volumetric water content
θs – Saturated volumetric water content
Ψ – Density-dependent pseudo-potential function
ω = w, nw – Phase variable (wetting, non-wetting)
Ω – Particle collision characteristic angle
Bo – Bond number
Cac – Pore-scale characteristic capillary number
Caeff – Effective capillary number
Cag – Gas capillary number
Re – Reynolds number
Chapter 3
Optimization of green roof growth
substrate
Before evaluation of the performance of a green roof growth substrate is presented it
is necessary to introduce the concept of subsurface flow and how the phenomenon
can be mathematically modeled. Discussion of subsurface flow requires a precise
definition: subsurface flow is a term given to liquid transport beneath the Earth’s
surface. In particular we are interested in the transport of liquid through packed
soils exhibiting open volumes within their structure, a material known as a porous
medium. This can be any material with the capacity to transport a liquid within
a porous network such as a sponge, concrete, and for the purposes of this work, a
soil. The field of hydrogeology encompasses the study of liquid transport in soils and
makes use of several mathematical formalization for the modeling of this process.
3.1 Concepts in hydrogeology
3.1.1 Porosity
Porosity is the measure of free volume (or void space) within the solid matrix that
can be filled with a liquid. Mathematically porosity is a dimensionless quantity




Porosity can be experimentally determined by weighing a porous medium of finite
volume and subsequently wetting it until all air is removed. Once saturated it is
weighed again and the difference in weights can be used to determine the quantity of
water present in the volume and consequently the porosity of the solid matrix.
3.1.2 Permeability
Permeability K is a measure of the soil’s ability to transport a fluid (or gas) within
its porous microstructure and takes into account pore structure and connectivity
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of air pockets. Its value can vary drastically from 10−7 − 10−11 m2 for gravels and
sands down to 10−19 m2 for granite, limestone and clays. It is usually measured
experimentally by measuring infiltration lengths over a period of time or by the
changing weight of a porous volume over a given time. It is very important here to
note that when we refer to permeability here we are referring to intrinsic permeability,
a direct property of the porous material. This distinction is important as there is
also the concept of relative permeability krw,rnw which is used in porous media flows
with more than one liquid phase and is a measure of the effect of one such phase on
another with regard to ease of infiltration.
3.1.3 Water content and Saturation
Water content is the measure of wetting phase (or water) present in a chosen volume
and has the units m3/m3 for volumetric water content or kg/kg for gravimetric water
content. The mathematical definition is:
θ = ΦwaterΦtotal
,Φ is V or M. (3.2)
Saturation is a direct consequence of water content and is defined as the volumetric






In addition to saturation there exists effective saturation (also known as normalized





where θs is saturated volumetric water content and θr is residual volumetric water
content.
3.1.4 Capillary pressure
Capillary pressure is given as the difference in pressure between two phases across
the phasic interface and is represented mathematically as:
pc = (pw − pnw), (3.5)
where pw and pnw are the wetting and non-wetting phase pressures near the interface.
We make a note here that traditionally this pressure is defined as the non-wetting
phase minus the wetting phase however we use the inverse definition due to a later
application and discussion. It is worth noting that a positive capillary pressure for
us denotes liquid pressure greater than air pressure, leading to a convex meniscus
and consequently requires surplus energy to drive the fluid infiltration, as opposed
to capillary suction. This can be visualized in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of capillary pressure at the interface, the arrows represent
the direction of force applied by the surface tension, air-water.
3.2 Current state of research
Before proceeding with a clear goal statement for the scope of this section of the
thesis we provide a brief background on the state of the art research with regard
to modeling porous media flow under both saturated and unsaturated conditions.
The most common mathematical models used in the modeling of porous media flow
are Darcy’s law, Richard’s equation, and an application of the Kirchhoff potential.
These models aim to capture the behavior of the flow at a macroscopic level. By
this we mean that the flow is calculated in a continuum with no void spaces. This
representation is very convenient for large-scale problems such as calculating flows
in aquifers and natural reservoirs where high spatial precision may not be vitally
important. When the scale of the domains of interest are reduced it becomes more
important to accurately track wetting fronts, velocity of the flow, and local pressure
gradients. This requirement for higher accuracy has motivated many researchers
to examine porous media flow in detail with the outcome that there still remain
several unsolved challenges within the field, most pertaining to the case of variable
saturation, where multiple liquid phases interact with the solid porous material as
well as each other.
3.2.1 Macroscopic models
Darcy’s formulation for porous media flow is one of the most common methods
developed originally for flow in saturated media and has been modified for specific
purposes. For example, Belleghem et. al. 2014 (Van Belleghem et al. 2014) developed
a new coupled HAM (heat-air-moisture) model that includes envelope convection
and diffusion within the porous medium. The model uses Darcy’s law for moisture
transport and Fourier’s law for heat transfer. Li et. al. 2009 (Q. Li et al. 2009) employ
a HAM-BE model that takes advantage of COMSOL/MATLAB inter-functionality
and the model is tested against the HAMSTAD benchmarks with good results. The
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HAMSTAD benchmarks were created by a collaboration of researchers to standardize
numerical methods for calculation of HAM models (Hagentoft et al. 2004). Others
have modified these HAM models to include non-isothermal liquid transport such
as Tariku et al. 2010 (Tariku et al. 2010) and Belleudy et al. 2016 (Belleudy
et al. 2016) however these were never validated.These models were coupled with
finite-element-method (FEM) calculations as in Hibi et al. 2015 (Hibi et al. 2015)
and Defraeye et al. 2012a (Defraeye et al. 2011).
Richard’s equation represents the expansion of the Darcy formulation to include
unsaturated flow. One issue with the Richard’s equation is that it is not analytically
closed, requiring external conditions and models for closure. Charpentier developed
a model employing Richard’s equation alongside the van Genuchten closure model
and validated it against experimental results (Charpentier 2009). Li and Babcock
Jr. solved Richard’s equation in the software HYDRUS-2 wherein the boundary
conditions included precipitation fluxes, irrigation, and evapotranspiration to deter-
mine the effect of porosity on rainwater retention and vegetation growth (Y. Li and
Babcock Jr. 2015). Weill et al. proposed a coupling of Darcy’s law and Richard’s
equation to calculate flows across three physical domains with differing saturation
levels (Weill et al. 2009). Janssen assessed the simulation efficiency and accuracy of
several moisture transfer potentials: two relating to capillary pressure and one with
relative humidity (Janssen 2014). Results were mixed, however the recommendation
was to use capillary pressure of relative humidity in such moisture transport models.
Regardless which model is used at the macroscopic scale information regarding
the interdependence of permeability or hydraulic conductivity and water content
must be ascertained in order to close the models. We specifically state models
because Darcy’s law can be extended to multiphase in a different manner as that
of Richard’s equation, detailed later in the text. In addition, subzero temperatures
are problematic and boundary conditions between porous domains and those with
unobstructed flow require additional consideration. It is precisely these relationships
that are of intense interest for researchers and the issues encountered with macroscopic
modeling are elucidated below. Ferrari et al. 2015 (Ferrari, Jimenez-Martinez, et al.
2015) discussed the issues in numerical modeling of unsteady porous micromodels
and their augmentation of the datasets derived form experimental work. Table 3.1
gives an overview of different numerical approaches along with works that used them
which are not discussed directly in the text.
3.2.2 Modeling difficulties
Free-flow domain and porous media boundary layer
When we model flow through porous media we assume that the dominant charac-
teristic of the flow is viscosity due to the low velocities involved. This assumption
simplifies the equations that are solved quite handily, however this becomes a problem
when attempting to combine porous media flow with what is termed "free-flow". In
free-flow areas the assumption of viscous-dominance may no longer hold true, and we
must capture inertial flow, which can be driven by gravity or some pressure difference.
When modeling free-flow using CFD we track the pressure and velocity of the flow,
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Table 3.1: Macroscopic scale modeling techniques used in porous media flow.




(Goel and O’Carroll 2011) X
(Goel, Abidoye, et al. 2016) X
(Hanspal and Das 2012) Darcy X
(Jahanbakhshi et al. 2013) X
(Johnson et al. 2019) X
(Juanes 2008) X





Helmig, and Hilfer 2008)
Darcy X
(Mikelić and Paoli 1997) X
(Mikelić 2003) X
(Nieber et al. 2005) Richard’s X
(Rätz and Schweizer 2014) Richard’s X
(Rudiyanto et al. 2020) X
(Virnovsky et al. 2004) Darcy X
(H. Zhang and Zegeling 2017) X
(Zhuang et al. 2019) Darcy X
however in porous media flow only pressure is tracked. This creates a problem on
the boundary between these two regimes as we must apply some condition on this
boundary that allows for each to be solved without overdetermination of any one
system. Several boundary conditions have been proposed such as the Beavers and
Joseph condition (Beavers and Joseph 1967) however all such conditions are not
rigorously proven for multiphase systems (Jäger and Mikelić 2000), leaving their
accuracy for smaller domains in particular in question.
Subzero temperatures and ice formation
Subzero temperatures over sufficiently long periods can cause residual liquid in the
soil structure to freeze, fundamentally altering the attributes of the soil composition.
Most existing models do not treat this phenomenon at all due to the liquid-solid phase
change, though one such example is work by Häupl and Xu (Haeupl and Xu 2001).
In fluid dynamics liquids are defined using density, and more importantly in this
case, with viscosity. When a liquid freezes its viscosity goes to infinity (resembling
a solid) and this causes severe problems numerically, causing simulations to crash
instantly. This can be overcome to an extent by limiting the viscosity to some very
high value, however this does not take into account the effect the transition has on
the remaining liquid surrounding the "frozen" areas.
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Capillary pressure-saturation–permeability dependence and hysteresis
The most challenging aspect of modeling unsaturated porous media flow lies in the
relationship between capillary pressure, saturation, and permeability (or hydraulic
conductivity). These relationships have been the subject of intense research due to
the fact that in order to close the macroscopic models presented prior it is generally
necessary to fit an equation to experimental data and generate what is known as a
soil water retention curve (SWRC) or water retention curve (WRC). These curves
serve to relate the aforementioned quantities however they are limited in a variety of
ways. One such way is that each material or composition behaves very differently
with regard to the effect of changing saturation and indeed the wetting and drying
processes are different, even for the same material. Thus to accurately capture
the effect of variable saturation one must perform extensive and time consuming
experiments to determine the correct fitting coefficients to models describing this
process. This means that not only are spatial inhomogeneities contributing to
difficulties in determining the curve fittings but that there exists a difference in these
curves during the wetting and drying processes. This difference in behavior in wetting
and drying is known as hysteresis and is a large contributing factor to the difficulties
encountered in modeling unsaturated porous media flow. In addition to this issue
we also point out that these curves are generated at a particular temperature and
thus one would expect that large temperature variations may effect the behavior
and require the generation of unique curves for various desired temperatures. It is
immediately clear that such an undertaking experimentally is highly unfeasible if
one desires high accuracy over a range of porous media and climatic conditions.
Several models for determining SWRCs exist such as the van Genuchten model
(Genuchten 1980), Purcell method (Purcell et al. 1949), and the Brooks-Corey model
(Brooks and Corey 1964) and a direct comparison of these models can be found in
Li and Horne (K. Li and Horne 2006). These models are calibrated using fitting
parameters to fit experimental data. Several researchers have improved upon the
methods for determining hydraulic conductivity and water content, usually through
the use of a tensiometer or flow experiments. Wayllace and Lu (Wayllace and Lu
2012) presented a novel transient water release and imbibition (TWRI) method to
rapidly capture the SWRC and hydraulic conductivity function under both drying
and wetting conditions. Gallage et al. used dual liquid tensiometers to validate
their accuracy for sandy soils (Gallage et al. 2013). Wadsö et al. proposed an
improvement on previous methods for measuring relative humidity in soil samples
without disturbing the sample during measurement, accomplished by keeping the
sample sealed to prevent alteration in the local relative humidity (Wadsö et al. 2004).
Soltani et al. carried out a statistical analysis of model parameters in order to
generate SWRC curves for different soil classes rather than individual experimental
datasets, removing direct subjectivity of the resulting curves (Soltani et al. 2019).
Nijp et al. outline alterations to the constant-head permeameter capable of measuring
hydraulic conductivity at high porosity values (Nijp et al. 2017). Siltecho et al. 2015
provide an overview of many of the experimental methods and outline their respective
strengths and weaknesses (Siltecho et al. 2015).
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3.2.3 Meso-scale and pore-scale modeling
Rather than attempt to close the problem at the macroscopic scale wherein the
continuum assumption is held; another approach has been to model fluid infiltration
and drainage at the pore-scale and solve the fluid flow directly. Some researchers
have opted to employ traditional CFD techniques to solve the problem however the
complex geometries present at this scale make this approach both computationally
expensive and time-consuming. An alternative approach is to drop the continuum
assumption and solve individual fluid particle motion using the Boltzmann equation
for particle motion. This approach is known as the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
and is described in detail in section 3.6.
Many researchers have employed LBM to examine at the pore scale the effects of
a variety of parameters on multiphase porous media flow. Work by Li et al. described
the influence of geometrical properties on steady state fluid distribution and capillary
pressure in a variety of 2d porous matrices (Z. Li et al. 2018). Suh et al. examined
the effect of irregularly shaped pore throats on the capillary pressure within the
matrix and concluded the use of the Mayer and Stowe-Princen theory in lieu of the
traditional Young-Laplace approach provides good agreement with experimental data
(Suh et al. 2017). Porter et al. undertook an examination of the influence of interfacial
area in addition to the capillary pressure-saturation interaction and determined that
its inclusion as a variable in such models removes the need for scanning curves to
accurately represent the hysteretic nature of the imbibition-drainage process (Porter
et al. 2009). Liu et al. (Z. Liu et al. 2017a) employed an Euler characteristic to
quantify pore structure influence on capillary flow.
The studies discussed above are evaluated at equilibrium and thus do not give
any insight into the dynamic quantities and their impact on multiphase flow through
porous media. By equilibrium we mean that the liquid velocities are zero and the
interface between the phases is stable. In 1987 Weitz et al. studied the dependence of
velocity and capillary pressure and their impact on viscous fingering and determined
the dynamic component of capillary pressure to have a stabilizing effect on the
formation of viscous fingers (Weitz et al. 1987). Cueto-Felueroso and Juanes employed
a continuum model based upon thin film flow models to capture the effect of surface
tension without introducing new independent parameters and found good agreement
with experimental results. This work also confirmed the phenomenon wherein finger
velocity and width increase with higher liquid infiltration velocity (Cueto-Felgueroso
and Juanes 2008). In 2012 Hilpert developed a model based upon the generalized
Green-Ampt approach and showed its ability to correctly estimate the capillary
pressure overshoot depending upon upstream and downstream liquid content as well
as solid grain size. This formulation of capillary pressure is velocity-dependent as
well as dependent upon liquid content (Hilpert 2012). In 2011 Løvoll et al. performed
experiments on liquid primary drainage and were able to generate collapsed curves
relating the capillary number of a system and its corresponding pressure-saturation
curve. They also postulated that the dynamic effects in the capillary pressure may
be a combination of the viscous effects from the wetting phase in conjunction with
the capillary pressure along the direction of the gaseous phase front (Løvoll et al.
2011).
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Vogel et al. (Vogel et al. 2005) performed a comparison between a pore-network
model, a lattice Boltzmann approach, and a traditional CFD approach on determining
the soil-water retention curve and found the pore network model to be the best option
for cost. The limitation of the lattice Boltzmann method was the regularized lattice
which had difficulty capturing thin films within the pores. Work by Joekar-Niasar et
al. have focused on employing pore network modeling with the addition of a dynamic
capillary term to more accurately solve two-phase flow in a porous medium (Joekar-
Niasar, Hassanizadeh, and Dahle 2010), (Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh 2011),
(Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh 2012). They investigated the non-equilibrium
capillary effects under drainage and imbibition as a function of saturation, viscosity
ratio, and effective viscosity. Primulkov et al. (Primkulov et al. 2019) introduced
a "moving capacitor" pore network model which models the fluid-fluid interfaces as
moving capacitors within the more traditional pore network model fixed resistor
approach. This model allows the capturing of displacement patterns and the injection
pressure signal under a larger variety of capillary numbers and wettabilities. Qin et al.
have shown that multiform idealized pore elements used in pore network modeling,
in combination with the Young-Laplace equation, result in an over-prediction of
the capillary force at the wetting front. This result in an over-prediction of the
imbibition rate (Qin and Brummelen 2019).
Li et al. employed a FEM approach with a zero-thickness interface element to
solve unsaturated flow in fully 3D porous media (X. Li et al. 2017). The results
showed accurate capturing of the wetting front as well as flow velocity and pressure
distribution within the network. Jeff Gostick and fellow researchers have developed
an open source pore network modeling software (OpenPNM) (Gostick et al. 2016) and
tested its efficacy against direct numerical solvers such as FEM and LBM methods.
The results showed that for the computational expenditure the more simplistic pore
network models provide good accuracy, dependent upon discretization schemes used
(Sadeghi et al. 2020). The models are based upon the advection-diffusion equation
but incorporate the use of power-law and hybrid finite difference schemes as well as
the analytical solution to the 1D advection-diffusion equation.
Zhao et al. developed several improvements to the conventional pore network
model by increasing the accuracy of the pore throat representation from simple
geometry to full topolgy and solved the transport using a lattice Boltzmann coupling
(Zhao et al. 2020). The results showed the most efficient was IPNM2 which uses
sub-throat bonds with varying cross-sections to describe the throat topology whereas
the full topology was more accurate but suffered from increased computational time.
Carmeliet et al. presented a multi-scale pore network model capable of capturing
large ranges in pore size by modeling the network at multiple layers of magnification
in a two-dimensional grid (Carmeliet, Descamps, et al. 1999) and (Carmeliet and
Roels 2001).The conservation of water vapor permeability is used to link the different
scales and macroscopic permeability is extracted from an analysis of he calculated
permeability at each magnification. This approach was used to determine the
macroscopic quantities of a French limestone exhibiting heterogeneous properties and
the results were compared to an in-depth experimental analysis of imbibition with
good agreement found between the simulations and the experimental results (Roels
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et al. 2003b) and (Roels et al. 2003a). Additional works are sorted by numerical
approach in Table 3.2 for the reader’s reference.
Table 3.2: Mesoscopic and pore-scale modeling techniques used in porous media
flow.




















(Gray et al. 2015) LBM X







(J. Li et al. 2017) PNM X
(X. Li et al. 2017) X
(Y. Li, C. Liu, et al.
2020)
PNM X







(Pellichero et al. 2012) G-A X




(Raeini et al. 2014) N-S X
(Solazzi et al. 2020) N-S X
(Toussaint et al. 2012) X
(Vogel et al. 2005) PNM, LBM, N-S X
(J. Yang et al. 2017) PNM X
(Zhou et al. 2013) LBM X
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There still remain many unanswered questions regarding the influence of the
porous microstructure on infiltration dynamics, particularly if the hydrophilicity
or hydrophobicity of a material is considered. In addition, the impact of layering
and thickness remains open and in transient systems the role of dynamic capillary
pressure has not been adequately quantified with regard to infiltration dynamics and
might impart some insight into the previously outlined issues at the macroscopic
scale.
3.3 Goal of doctoral research (pt. 2)
The goal of this aspect of the work is to provide increased insight into the impact
of the growth substrate on storm water infiltration dynamics. This is done by
applying the lattice Boltzmann method to chosen porous domains representing
the growth substrate of a green roof. We identify and quantify the underlying
physical phenomena responsible for transport of storm water through these porous
domains and apply the observations to provide guidelines for substrate design. This
is accomplished by extracting properties of the flow and the solid microstructure and
linking observations with physical and mathematical formalizations.
3.4 Porous media flow modeling and Darcy’s law
The Darcy model was developed in 1856 by Henry Darcy and was experimentally
determined however the formal derivation from the Navier-Stokes equations was
given by Whitaker in 1986 (Whitaker 1986). The simplest steady-state representation
of Darcy’s law is a consequence of the assumption of high quantities of water already
present in the soil, thus the equation only considers one phase, that of the water.




· (∇pw − ρwg), (3.7)
where vw is the wetting phase Darcy velocity, K is the permeability tensor, µw, pw, ρw
are the wetting phase dynamic viscosity, pressure, and density, respectively, and g is
gravity. When we say Darcy velocity we mean a velocity related to the actual flow





where uw is the actual flow velocity. This formulation can be extended to include
multiple phases, with the addition of a few new terms.
3.4.1 Extension to multiphase to variable saturation
The extension of Darcy’s law to multiphase is straightforward; define a set of equations
for each fluid phase and a scalar variable equation representing the fraction of each
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phase present in a single averaging (or computational) volume. Darcy’s law can be
extended to multiphasic systems by including a subscript ω(= η), giving
ω = w, nw, (3.9)
αw + αnw + ε = 1, (3.10)
∂αω
∂t




· (∇〈pω〉ω − ρωg) + Kωη · vη, (3.12)
where αω is the volume fraction of each phase and Kωη represent viscous drag effects
of one phase upon the other. It is worthwhile to mention that Kw,nw 6= Knw,w and
that these terms can be considered negligible when the magnitude difference of the
viscosities is non-unity. The discussion surrounding these terms and the details
of the derivation for multiphase Darcy’s law can be found in Whitaker (Whitaker
1986). Note that the derivations by Whitaker are valid for quasi-steady state flows.
Previously we have considered only a single permeability K as a material property
however in multiphase we now have to consider the interactions between the solid
matrix and the fluid phases in addition to their effects on each other. As previously
introduced this is relative permeability krω and its mathematical relationship to
intrinsic permeability is:
Kω = krωK. (3.13)
As with the intrinsic permeability, all values here are represented in tensor form due
to the fact that the values can be highly directional. While it may be possible to
accurately measure anisotropic values for intrinsic permeability, determining such
values for relative permeability is far more difficult and thus this tensor is often
reduced to a scalar value. Several approximations can be used to calculate relative
permeability and a few are introduced here. The approximations aim to capture
lubricating effects on the solid matrix, capillary suction and interpenetration of
the phases. When we say interpenetration of the phases we must stress that the
phases are considered immiscible and the only possible mass transfer must occur
via condensation/evaporation. As we have not introduced temperature dependence
this will not be considered further. The phase interaction represented by relative
permeabilities is by its construction phase volume fraction dependent.
There are several models to relate saturation (or effective saturation) to capillary
pressure such as the Brooks-Corey model used in the oil and gas industry, the Purcell
method, and the van Genuchten-Mualem model (VGM). The reader may find a
more complete description of these models in the original papers by Brooks and
Corey (Brooks and Corey 1964), Purcell (Purcell et al. 1949), and van Genuchten
(Genuchten 1980) respectively. We present here the VGM model as it serves to
elucidate the issue encountered in accurately modeling variable saturation. The
VGM model is comprised of:
Se = [1 + (pc/pg)n]−m, (3.14)
m = 1− 1/n, (3.15)
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where pc is the capillary pressure, pg is a pressure scaling value, and m and n are
fitting coefficients related to the pore size distribution. In order to complete the
relationship between relative permeability and effective saturation we must introduce
hydraulic conductivity κ, which describes the ability of liquid to flow through the
pore spaces of a porous medium. It is related to permeability by
K = κ µw
ρwg
. (3.16)
Now that we can relate permeability and hydraulic conductivity we can define the
relationship we require accordingly as
κ(Se) = κsκr(Se), (3.17)
κ(Se) = κsSqe(1− (1− S1/me )m)2, (3.18)
where κs is the saturated hydraulic conductivity and q is a model parameter represent-
ing the pore connectivity. If we wish to use the VGM model, we require the coefficient
values and material properties. This requires extensive and difficult experimentation
to correctly determine their values as the parameters are fit to experimental data
and a full curve relating hydraulic conductivity to effective saturation is generated.
3.5 Quantification methods for storm water runoff
mitigation
In order understand the full capabilities of green roofs to act as urban storm water
mitigation devices we must be able to accurately quantify their performance. This
quantification of storm water runoff mitigation can be categorized into two phenomena,
detention and retention of water. Retention here refers to the entrapment of water
within micro-pores of the growth substrate which serves to lower overall runoff
quantity and is removed by evapotranspiration. Evapotranspiration is defined as
the process by which water is transferred from the soil to the atmosphere by way of
simple evaporation and plant activity. It is worthwhile to note that since the process
of evapotranspiration occurs over a much longer time scale than that of mechanical
detention, these studies typically take periods from months to years. The role of
evapotranspiration has been the subject of many works, such as those of (Cascone
et al. 2019), (Mobilia et al. 2017), (Johannessen et al. 2018), (W. Liu et al. 2019)
and (Viola et al. 2017).
Detention of storm water refers to the mechanical process by which the infiltration
of water is slowed as it travels through the green roof system. The detention serves
to reduce peak flow quantities and also provide a delayed and extended runoff
period, allowing for traditional storm water infrastructure to more easily avoid being
overwhelmed, which can lead to urban flooding problems. Detention is a faster
acting process as it only considers the reduction and delay in runoff caused by the
presence of the growth substrate and drainage layers. These processes are difficult
to separate from an experimental point of view as measurements on detention will
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include some contribution from retention, particularly if the soil is largely unsaturated.
If one makes the assumption that this contribution is minimal and if the soils are
generally not largely unsaturated then the separation is much more straightforward
for experimental measurements; unfortunately this is not the case when modeling is
introduced to predict these behaviors.
3.6 Introduction to the lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM)
3.6.1 The Boltzmann equation
The lattice Boltzmann method is an alternative to the traditional Navier-Stokes
approach by solving the discrete Boltzmann equation. It can be applied to the
mesoscopic scale as well as the macroscopic scale, depending on the desired resolution
and problem scale. While it has advantages over traditional CFD modeling I do not
believe it can be used as a substitute due to the extensive background enjoyed by
CFD. The original method to use this approach was developed in the 1950s by Ulam
and von Neumann and was called the Lattice Gas Automaton. The method has been
modified since its earliest form and is experiencing a resurgence in interest due to its
capacity for handling multiphase flows in complex geometries, among other benefits.
Once again we will present a brief derivation of the discrete Boltzmann equation
that is solved in LBM and stress the assumptions required for its application. A
more complete derivation can be found in (Maggiolo 2017b).
Before we can present the Boltzmann equation we must discuss the idea of a
phase space and a corresponding density function. A phase space is defined as a
space in which every state of a system corresponds to a single point within the
space. In our case it is defined by positional coordinates ~x and momenta ~p = M~v
where M is mass and ~v is velocity. The space is 6-dimensional and each position is
parameterized by time t. Thus a differential elementary volume can be written as
d3~xd3~p = dxdydzdpxdpydpz, (3.19)
and the corresponding density function f(~x, ~p, t) is defined such that the probable





d3~xf(~x, ~p, t). (3.20)























where the force term represents any external force applied to the particles, the
diffusion term represents particle diffusion, and the collision term represents inter-
particle collisions. After some re-representation of the force and diffusion terms we
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Before we can solve this equation we must find a representation for the collision term.
Deriving this term requires knowledge of statistical mechanics beyond the scope of
this work however we will give its representation and most common simplified form







(f̂12 − f12)~gI(~g,Ω)dΩd~p12, (3.23)
where f̂12 is the post-collision distribution of particles 1 and 2, ~g = ~v1 − ~v2 is
the relative velocity between the particles, I is the differential cross-section of the
collision and Ω is the characteristic angle of collision. It is important to note
that in order to calculate such interactions Boltzmann applied the argument of
so-called Stosszahlansatz, or "molecular chaos". This argument states that while the
probabilities of two particles colliding is reliant on the collisions of other particles with
them ad infinitum, however we can consider their distribution functions independent
of each other, such that
f12 = f1f2, (3.24)







(f̂1f̂2 − f1f2)~gI(~g,Ω)dΩd~p1d~p2. (3.25)
For covenience when describing the the discrete Boltzmann equation we can rewrite
3.22 in terms of a streaming operator S and a collision operator C .
S f = C12. (3.26)
In addition we can relate the macroscopic quantities density ρ, momentum ρv and
energy density ρe to the collision invariants. These collision invariants are the particle












The few final notes on the Boltzmann equation deal with equilibrium. The
distribution function satisfies the condition of local equilibrium, that is particles
entering the element are balanced with those exiting. In addition, fluids tend to local
equilibrium and this process is called local equilibrium relaxation. This relaxation
takes place from one-body distribution to local equilibrium among particles and
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finally to global equilibrium over the domain. It is therefore unsurprising that one
can link the particle kinetics to macroscopic scale theory by spanning ever-larger time
scales. It is possible to derive the Navier-Stokes equations of motion from the Boltz-
mann equation by expanding the variables appropriately. This is done by applying
the Chapman-Enskog expansion however the details are beyond the scope of this work.
3.6.2 Lattice-Gas Cellular Automata
In order to reach the discrete Boltzmann equation formulation we must start with the
theory behind the predecessor of LBM, the Lattice-Gas Cellular Automata (LGCA).
In this method a cell is composed of nodes and vectors connecting them to each
other. The cell can be a variety of shapes in 2 and 3 dimensions but we shall focus on
a square 2-dimensional lattice for our explanation. The vectors connecting the nodes
are given as ~cr = [cri, crj] where r is a node number a i, j are Cartesian coordinates
x, y. There are a few rules for lattice occupancy, namely:
• All particles have the same mass, M = 1.
• A particle can move only in one direction in a single time interval.
• A particle moves from ~x to ~x+ ~cr.
• Two particles in the same position cannot move in the same direction.
These rules allow for a cell to hold up to 8 fluid particles simultaneously at a single
time instant and we therefore define an occupancy number nr to define the possible
states
nr(~x, t) = 0, no particles present, (3.30)
nr(~x, t) = 1, a particle is present. (3.31)
The streaming and collision operators given in the compressed Boltzmann equation
3.26 can be written in discrete format to describe a particle’s motion in the lattice by
Srnr = nr(~x+ ~cr, t+ 1)− nr(~x, t), (3.32)
Cr(n1, ..., n9) = n̂r(~x, t)− nr(~x, t), (3.33)
Srnr = Cr(n1, ..., n9), (3.34)
where n̂r is the post-collision state. In order to recover the Navier-Stokes equations
the collisions in this system must satisfy conservation of mass and momentum.
In addition, the cells must be shaped such that the rotational invariance of the
Navier-Stokes stress and strain tensor elements is properly captured.
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3.6.3 The lattice Boltzmann equation
An improvement upon the LGCA was developed by McNamara and Zanetti (McNa-
mara and Zanetti 1988) in 1988 that removes the occupancy number Boolean values
and replaced them with a mean and fluctuating value
nr = fr + rr, (3.35)
where fr is the spatial and temporal mean value of the occupancy number and rr
is the fluctuation. This modification meant that rather than fixing particles to a
specific point, each location is assigned a mean probability of finding a particle at
that location. The motivation for this change was to reduce statistical noise which
was present in the LGCA. Substituting equation 3.35 into 3.34 we get
S fr = Cr(f1, ..., f9) +Rr, (3.36)
where Rr is the sum of the fluctuations. Due to the concept of molecular chaos
mentioned earlier all particles are uncorrelated and thus all have the same probabilities
thus Rr = 0. Thus the non-linear lattice Boltzmann is written as
S fr = Cr(f1, ..., f9). (3.37)
In order to overcome the nonlinearity of the collision operator the Chapman-Enskog
expansion was suggested by both McNamara and Zanetti (McNamara and Zanetti
1988) as well as Higuera and Jimenez (Higuera and Jiménez 1989) to generate the
quasi-linear lattice Boltzmann equation
S fr = Ar1r2(fr1 − f er2), (3.38)
where r1, r2 are distinct directions and A is a scattering matrix. A further modifica-
tion of this equation resulted in the Lattice-Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (LBGK) model.
This model replaced the scattering matrix with a single parameter τ to define the
physics of the fluid and is written as
S fr = −
1
τ
(fr1 − f er ). (3.39)
This model is also known as the single time relaxation model and requires the















The equilibrium distributions f er must be chosen to correctly reflect the Navier-Stokes
equations in terms of conservation and depend on the choice of cell dimension and
shape. In addition there is some restriction of the choice of τ as it is related to fluid
kinematic viscosity by
ν = c2s(τ − 0.5), (3.42)
where cs is a speed of sound coefficient. From this we can see that values of τ below
0.5 will induce a negative viscosity and if we increase it too much we will increase
the fluid viscosity similarly.
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3.6.4 The lattice Boltzmann model
The solved equation is given as
fr(x + crδt, t+ δt)− fr(x, t) = −τ−1(fr(x, t)− f eqr (x, t)) + Fr (3.43)
where fr(x, t) is the distribution function at position x and time t along the r-th
direction; cr is the so-called discrete velocity vector along the r-th direction over
time interval δt; τ is the mean collision time and is related to kinematic viscosity by
ν = c2s(τ − 0.5δt). The fluid is forced by a body force Fr which mimics the effect of











with g representing gravitational acceleration and u the fluid velocity. The equilib-
rium distribution function f eqr (x, t) takes the form
f eqr = wrρ
1− ueq · ueq2c2s
 , r = 1 (3.45)
f eqr = wrρ
1 + cr · ueq
c2s
+ (cr · ueq)
2
2c4s
− ueq · ueq2c2s
 , r = 2− 19 (3.46)
where wr is the appropriate weighting parameter for the D3Q19 lattice (3 dimensions,
19 degrees of freedom); ρ is the density; cs is the speed of sound; and ueq is the
velocity used for defining the equilibrium distribution functions, which can differ
from the fluid hydrodynamic velocity, on the basis of the specific forcing scheme
used. In the present work, we apply the Guo forcing formulation for implementing
the gravitational force whereas we make use of the Shan-Chen force for simulating
surface tension (Shan and H. Chen 1993). The macroscopic flow quantities density








crfr + 1/2 ρg + 1/2 Fsc , (3.48)
and the equilibrium velocity is formulated as: (L. Chen et al. 2014)
ueq = ρu + (τ − 1/2)Fsc (3.49)
where Fsc is the Shan-Chen gas-liquid interaction force. In practicality in this work
we deal with a steam-liquid system wherein some mass transfer between the phases
can occur due to the diffuse interface as a consequence of the method. A detailed
discussion of the forcing schemes proposed by Shan-Chen and Guo can be found
in Huang et al. (H. Huang et al. 2011). The Shan-Chen model was developed to
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overcome the limitations of LBM in dealing with components of differing molecular
mass as well as thermodynamic phase transitions (Shan and H. Chen 1993). It is an
ideal choice since we are interested in the interaction of two immiscible fluids as well
as the interaction of the microstructure with the fluids. Its fundamental feature is the
addition of an inter-particle potential which adds attractive or repulsive properties
in combination with the elastic collision force already present in previous models.
The inter-particle force gives rise in the system to a non-ideal equation of state:





where liquid and gas phases coexist at the thermodynamic equilibrium state. The
Shan-Chen force is given by:
Fsc = −GΨ(x, t)
∑
r
wrΨ(x + crδt, t)cr (3.51)
where G, valued −5.5 in this work, is the interaction strength between the phases
and Ψ(ρ) is a density-dependent pseudo potential function. Negative values of G
define an attractive force and positive values a repulsive force. The pseudo-potential
function calculates effective mass locally:
Ψ(ρ) = 1− e−ρ. (3.52)
The effective mass approaches ρ itself when its value is low and obtains a saturation
value when it is increased. It is capable of capturing the two important characteristics
of a non-ideal flow, namely the equation of state in Eq.(3.50) and surface tension.
The fluid-solid interaction is determined by a moving gas-liquid contact line. This
contact line is characterised by a contact angle that is chosen under equilibrium con-
ditions, without external forces, as determined by Young’s equation. The equilibrium
contact angle is implemented through spatial averaging of the density-dependent
potential function. The force at the solid wall (Ψwall) is calculated using the method




Ψ + ∆w (3.53)
where Ψ is the density-dependent function and N the nearest fluid computational
nodes. This formulation enforces a fixed density gradient at the wall and by tuning
the parameter representing surplus density, ∆w, different contact angles can be repre-
sented at the desired lattice resolution. More information regarding the relationship
between ∆w and the contact angle can be found in Benzi et al. (Benzi et al. 2006).
3.7 Implementation of LBM
The open source code developed by Dario Maggiolo was used (Maggiolo 2017a) for
all LBM solutions presented in this work and is capable of handling multiphase
flow with the density magnitude difference limitation of 104, which holds for air and
water.
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3.7.1 Binary lattice generation
In order to run any simulations a binary 3D lattice representing the desired soil
geometry is required. There are a myriad of approaches that may be taken to
accomplish this task, from structured or randomized volume packing algorithms
to image analysis of X-ray tomography scans. The lattices used in this work are
generated using the modeling software Blender, which can handle a large number
of objects and apply simple collision physics to allow for a randomized packing
in a chosen volume. These spheres can be considered randomly packed and this
method of packing has been validated for use as such in (Boccardo et al. 2015). Once
the simulation is run in Blender and the particles are randomly packed the sphere
center locations are exported to MATLAB and the domain is reconstructed as a
3D binary lattice. The process is shown in Figure 3.2. The computational volume
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: (a) Lattice generation in Blender and (b) reconstruction in MATLAB.
dimensions adhere to restrictions regarding wall effects on the calculated flow field
(Galindo-Torres et al. 2016) while capturing a representative soil volume with regard
to pore structure and particle size. The spherical particle diameter is calculated
from the desired pore-size resolution. The typical pore sizes of lightweight expanded
clay aggregates (LECA) are chosen for this work and the relevant data is extracted
from the work of Bajare et al. (Bajare et al. 2012). The equivalent grain size is
determined from our resolved pore size by applying the Revil, Glover, Pezard and
Zamora (RGPZ) model (Glover, Zadjali, et al. 2006), (Glover and Walker 2009)
which states





where ep is a parameter valued 8/3, wp is the cementation exponent valued 1.5 for
spherical particles and ε is the porosity.
3.7.2 Simulation inputs and conditions
The height of the packed bed H is determined by the representative volume require-
ment for the porous medium with particle sizes as previously defined. The particle
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diameter is chosen as a characteristic length as it determines the pore microstructure
within the porous region. A new parameter φ representing the packing effect of the




This quantity will be used to define the three different cases of packing arrangements
and is one of the two primary parameters in this study. The values of φ are listed in
Table 3.3. The packed bed length perpendicular to the flow direction, L, is chosen
such that it adheres to restrictions regarding wall effects on the calculated flow field
(Galindo-Torres et al. 2016). The boundaries perpendicular to the primary flow
direction must be at least 15-20 times the particle diameter to ensure wall effects
are negated. The information for the three domains is given in Table 3.3 and an
example is plotted in Figure 3.3. Here ε is the porosity calculated over the domain
for each case.
Table 3.3: Packed bed domain physical properties.
φ 6.7 10.1 5.1
L×L×H [mm] 15×15×5 15×15×5 15×15×5
d [mm] 0.740 0.494 0.986
ε 0.389 0.377 0.40
Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions used in all simulations in this work consist of the following:
the upper and lower boundaries are periodic, the transverse boundaries (as defined
by length L in Figure 3.3) are symmetric. The driving force for the flow is applied
in the vertical direction (as defined parallel to H in Figure 3.3). We note specifically
that walls are imposed on the transverse boundaries with the depth of the porous
medium given by H. the rest of the domain height LT −H does not have any walls
on the transverse boundaries.
Input values
Table 3.4 displays the input parameters used in the simulations. The physical and
lattice unit value are interchangeable via ratios as given in the table caption.
3.7.3 Lattice resolution determination
An appropriate lattice resolution must be determined before any results can be
obtained. The choice of resolution has large ramifications on the domain size and
consequently computational time and resources required for the calculation. Several
lattice resolutions were chosen as detailed in Table 3.5 and it stressed here that as
resolution is increased the total node count can increase extremely quickly, thus a
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Figure 3.3: Domain dimensions and parameters.
Table 3.4: Physical and non-dimensional input parameters. The physical
time is computed via the equivalence between physical and lattice units, i.e.
t = tLB (L2/L2LB) (νLB/νl). w - wetting phase, nw - non-etting phase.
Parameter Variable Value Physical value Physical unit
Porous medium height H 70 5.0 [mm]
Standing water height h 70, 105 5.0, 7.5 [mm]
Particle diameter d 10.4, 6.9, 13.8 0.74, 0.494, 0.986 [mm]
Horizontal domain length L 210 15 [mm]
Dynamic viscosity, w µw 2.4/6 1.00e-3 [Ns/m2]
Dynamic viscosity, nw µnw 0.12/6 1.68e-7 [Ns/m2]
Kinematic viscosity, w νw 1/6 1.00e-6 [m2/s]
Kinematic viscosity, nw νnw 1/6 1.27e-5 [m2/s]
Density, w ρw 2.4 998 [kg/m3]
Density, nw ρnw 0.12 1.20 [kg/m3]
Surface tension γ 0.093 0.073 [N/m]
Gravity g 3.3 ×10−5 9.8 [m/s2]
Time t 1 8.5 ×10−4 [s]
Contact angle ρwall 0.02 82 ◦
balance must be found between computational accuracy and simulation complexity.
The resolution chosen for all subsequent simulations is Grid 3, which was determined
to meet the resolution and computational time requirements. Single phase simulations
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are used to calibrate the correct resolution before any liquid phase is added. The
Table 3.5: Grid resolution test case input and results.
Case g [lattice units] Re [-] Permeability [-] % Difference
Grid 1 6.53E-5 0.00514 0.00539 -
Grid 2 4.53E-5 0.00575 0.00500 7
Grid 3 3.30E-5 0.00634 0.00474 5
Grid 4 2.55E-5 0.00703 0.00466 2
determination of grid resolution accuracy is accomplished by evaluating the relative
error of the dimensionless permeability
K∗ = K/d2 = U zµnw(ρnwg)d2
, (3.57)
where K is the permeability, U z is the mean vertical velocity, µnw is the non-wetting
phase dynamic viscosity, ρnw is the density, and g is gravitational acceleration. The
permeability is evaluated only on the inner 2/3 of the geometry in the lateral direction
to eliminate the contribution of the side wall effect as noted by Galindo-Torres et al.
(Galindo-Torres et al. 2016). The dimensionless permeability in the grid resolution
test is computed at a fixed characteristic gas capillary number Cag = ρnwgd2/γ,
where γ is the surface tension used in the multiphase simulations. The relative
difference of dimensionless permeability is calculated over successive grid refinements
as:
% Difference = PermeabilityGrid i+1 − PermeabilityGrid iPermeabilityGrid i
. (3.58)
3.7.4 Multiphase simulations
Standing water is initialized within the domain directly above the porous medium.
The standing water height h is used as a characteristic length due to its contribution
as the body force by way of hydrostatic pressure. Using the particle diameter and
standing water height as well as the choice of lattice resolution we can convert all
relevant quantities. The results are categorized by two primary non-dimensional





where g is the variable representing the gravitational component of the body force,
∆ρ = ρw− ρnw is the phase density difference, and γ is the interfacial surface tension.
The Bond number represents the ratio of gravitational and surface tension forces.
Work by Slobozhanin et al. showed that for Bond numbers from 0 to 5 there is little
difference in the capillary pressure in tightly packed spheres (Slobozhanin et al. 2006).
Moreover if the Bond number is below 0.1 the effect of gravity can be neglected
entirely.
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A statistical analysis of meteorological data taken from Gothenburg, Sweden and
provided by Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) is used to
determine the standing water height and consequently the Bond numbers used in
this study. The statistical analysis of hourly weather data taken over the period
1995.08.04 - 2018.05.01 is used to determine the average rainfall intensity with the
result being 2.5 mm/hr when rainless periods are discarded. This value is taken
as the equivalent standing water height when the Bond number is 1. Since we
are interested in rainfall events causing flooding this number is increased two and
threefold for our simulations, analogous to a scenario where extreme rainfall occurs
over a short period of time and surface water is present. This corresponds to Bond
numbers of 3.96 for a standing water height of h = 5.0 mm and 8.92 when h = 7.5
mm.
An additional parameter is required for implementing the multiphase simulations;
the contact angle. Measurements by Ramírez-Flores et al. (Ramírez-Flores et al.
2010), Schrader and Yariv (Schrader and Yariv 1990), and Fér et al. (Fér et al.
2016) demonstrate the variability of the contact angles with regard to soil aggregates
and clay minerals. We motivate our choice of 82◦ by noting that this value lies
within the range of values reported in experimental work. As reported in Fér et al.
clay-coated materials exhibit a contact angle around 80◦ and the value decreases
over time. While a singular equilibrium value is set, a dynamic contact angle arises
from the simulation due to the presence of external forcing from gravity. A more
complicated modeling of the contact angle is neglected on the grounds that we do
not expect significant variations in the contact angle due to the low flow velocity of
the system (Raiskinmäki et al. 2002).
Once complete, the exported quantities are the velocity vector, density, and
the lattice information. With this information it is possible to calculate several
quantities of interest, most notably permeability, porosity, average velocity, pore size
distribution and saturation. It is worthwhile to note that to ensure no effects from
the walls are included we only perform analysis on the interior two-thirds of the
domain perpendicular to the flow. The analysis of a variety of multiphase cases is
presented in the next section.
3.8 Results and discussion on the role of porous
microstructure on infiltration
3.8.1 Selection of the contact angle
The first investigation used variable values of the contact angle given by ρwall =
0.03, 0.04, 0.06 which correspond to an angle of θc = 82, 78, 72◦, respectively. These
results comprised an initial impetus for further examination of the near-neutral
contact angle case θc = 82◦. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 display the saturation as a function
of time for four of the cases run. Saturation Sat is calculated by summing the liquid
nodes in the porous medium and dividing by the total void node quantity. We stress
here that all other parameters are kept identical and the only variation is the contact
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angle. We can clearly see the impact of a modification of the contact angle on the
(a) θc = 82, h = 35. (b) θc = 78, h = 35.
Figure 3.4: Saturation vs time plots for exploratory cases, h = 35.
(a) θc = 82, h = 50. (b) θc = 78, h = 50.
Figure 3.5: Saturation vs time plots for exploratory cases, h = 50.
initial stage and subsequent infiltration rate, particularly for the cases with lower
standing water height. Indeed in the case of a nearly neutral contact angle the flow
almost stagnates however the gravitational forces appear sufficient to force infiltration
in the case of higher applied hydrostatic pressure. A more thorough investigation was
required to determine the underlying physical processes at work and their criteria for
manifestation. One final check to remove the possibility of any lattice resolution or
temporal influence on the results was undertaken and simulations were run at higher
resolution for three times as long, from 150K to 450K iterations. Figure 3.6 displays
clearly that there is minimal influence of the grid resolution on the flow thus we can
safely conclude that the phenomenon is physical and not a numerical aberration.
Figure 3.7 shows the extensions of the original cases from Figure 3.4a and 3.5a in
time. We can conclude that there appears to be a period of liquid buildup to a point
that further infiltration can occur, wherein the gravitational forces overcome the
surface tension forces. We also note here that when the simulations were extended
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(a) θc = 82, h = 35.
(b) θc = 82, h = 40, increased lattice resolu-
tion.
Figure 3.6: Increased lattice resolution comparison.
(a) θc = 82, h = 35, increased simulation
time.
(b) θc = 82, h = 50, increased simulation
time.
Figure 3.7: Comparison of results with increased simulation running time.
they were run using a slightly updated definition of the contact angle however testing
verified this modification had negligible impact on the result.
While it is clear that by decreasing the contact angle (creating a more hydrophilic
surface) we can improve infiltration it ws more interesting to examine the case of
a near-neutral material as it is here the role of the microstructure becomes more
important on the infiltration process. This is relevant because some soils will contain
substrates with near-neutral materials as with the LECA we introduced earlier and
rainfall does not usually create extreme ponding effects wherein the hydrostatic
pressure will be overpowering. If we consider the possibility of long drying periods
on the substrate we further our case for the validity of such a study as desiccated soil
tends to be more hydrophobic, as in the case of flash flooding in desert environments.
We therefore choose to fix the contact angle of our material at this near-neutral
angle of θc = 82◦ and proceed to examine the effect of the porous microstructure on
infiltration dynamics.
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3.8.2 Evolution of saturation
Once certain that the results were not misleading due to numerical or resolution issues,
the underlying physical process causing the infiltration retardation was investigated
in detail. This investigation began with an analysis of the saturation for a host of
new simulations with updated parameters. In all subsequent simulations and their
respective results the contact angle has been fixed to θc = 82◦. Table 3.6 identifies
the six cases as presented in Paper 2 in terms of φ and Bo. Before we provide any
Table 3.6: Case specifications.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
φ 6.7 10.1 5.1 6.7 10.1 5.1
Bo 8.92 8.92 8.92 3.96 3.96 3.96
analysis we note that we use the term homogeneous to describe the porous medium
with respect to the packed bed. It is important to say that due to the thickness of
our medium there will be differences in the packing due to the nature of the random
packing at the base of the medium. We would therefore encounter a layering effect
if a periodic condition were used in the vertical direction. This consideration is
taken into account by the introduction of a packing parameter which quantifies this
inherent anisotropy.
In Figure 3.8, saturation Sat is plotted as a function of dimensionless time for





It can be seen that the infiltration for all values of φ displays a trend with a slope
≤ 0.5 in logarithmic scale, which matches the theoretical solution of Washburn’s
equation (Washburn 1921) which describes the relationship between penetration
length lp of a liquid into a fixed-radius capillary tube over time without gravitational
forces. Washburn’s equation does not take into account gravity and thus in our
case only can act as the roughest of guides as to the observed behavior. In our case
gravity is the force that drives liquid penetration rather than the contact angle.
Rather than a single tube we are trying to capture liquid infiltration into a
porous complex structure, thus the physical description is more complicated, The
infiltration is affected by the surrounding pore network and thus infiltration rate can
be increased or decreased based upon the distributions in the neighboring pores and
can also be intermittent, as recently observed in experiments of two-phase flows into
rock samples (Reynolds et al. 2017). This type of behavior occurs more prevalently
at low values of porosity and Bond numbers, such as the ones considered here. Since
we are within the regime of low values for the parameters we justify the use of a
power law similar to that of Washburn as a guide to analyze the flow dynamics; thus
at the macroscopic scale, on average, the saturation of the porous medium follows a
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law as:
Sat(t) ∝ (Dct)α(t). (3.61)
In this formulation the diffusive coefficient is a consequence of the hydraulic pressure
and the porous microstructure and alpha is a time-dependent exponent α(t) ≤ 0.5
as seen in Figure 3.8 in the form of triangles.
Figure 3.8: (a) Log-linear plot of saturation as a function of dimensionless time for
φ = 6.7, 10.1, 5.1 with Bo = 8.92. (b) Log-linear plot of saturation as a function
of dimensionless time for φ = 6.7, 10.1, 5.1 with Bo = 3.96.
We note the differences in initial saturation are due to the particle packing at
the surface which is not uniform for all cases. The mid-range saturation values for
φ = 10.1 follow Eq. (3.61) with slope 0.5 indicating a flow behavior similar to a
single pore penetration.
It is important to stress here that α = 0.5 is recovered if we have a constant
pressure difference at inlet and outlet of the medium and a constant capillary pressure.
In reality, while we can neglect pressure gradients in the less viscous gas phase, we
have a variable inlet hydrostatic pressure over the medium which decreases with
increasing saturation of the medium. This can explain the values of α lower than 0.5
as evidenced here.
For larger particle sizes the infiltration is less efficient and the decreased hy-
draulic pressure has an additional adverse effect on the infiltration. As saturation
approaches 0.7− 0.9 the values almost stagnate for several of the cases indicating
an infiltration reduction not heavily dependent upon the flow itself but rather the
porous microstructure. This may also be attributed to the influence of the packing
near the bottom boundary, and appears to be influenced also by particle size. These
postulations were investigated in more detail by examining the pore microstructure
directly.
3.8.3 Microstructure quantification, porosity and pore size
Figure 3.9 displays the planar porosity as a function of distance from the porous
medium base (H = 70), measured in particle diameters d. This value is calculated
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by simply summing all void nodes in a 2D plane and dividing by the total planar
area. As predicted, at the base of the porous medium the particles are more ordered
Figure 3.9: Flow-normal planar porosity εplanar as a function of particle diameters
d from porous medium base for φ = 6.7, 10.1, 5.1.
however this boundary effect is lost thereafter until the surface is reached. We also
observe that when max(Sat) ≈ 0.8, 0.85, 0.9 is reached for φ = 5.1, 6.7, 10.1 the
infiltration rate is dramatically reduced when the liquid front approaches the bottom
at a distance of approximately one particle diameter. This interval over the last
particle layer is accompanied by a sudden increase in the value of porosity, which
suggests that pore throat expansions can act to impair liquid infiltration.
Several attempts were made to quantify the pore microstructure, which is a
challenging undertaking when one considers that we are working in full 3D. Attempts
have been made, such as by Suh et al. (Suh et al. 2017) and Liu et al. (Z. Liu et al.
2017b). We have opted for characterization by analyzing porosity and pore sizes
in the plane lying perpendicular to the primary flow direction. One can measure
the volume of each pore to a point however this gives no information on its size or
shape thus an approach applying image analysis was used. Rather than attempt any
kind of 3D categorization an equivalent pore diameter was calculated for each pore
present on every 2D slice of the microstructure. The slices were taken perpendicular
to the primary flow direction. Individual pore size distributions based upon this
equivalent pore diameter have been calculated for each porous domain and the mean
and standard errors at specific depths are plotted in Figure 3.10 as a function of
distance from the porous medium base, measured in particle diameters. The standard





where s is the sample standard deviation and n is the sample size. The jump visible
at the base of the porous medium corresponds to the top of the first particle layer
before the randomness of the packing truly takes hold. This matches the oscillation
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Figure 3.10: Pore diameter dpore mean with standard error as a function of particle
diameters d from porous medium base for φ = 6.7, 10.1, 5.1.
we mentioned in the planar porosity and affirms the assumption that the oscillation is
due to the boundary influence. We see the standard errors for each particle increase
from the smallest particle size to higher largest particle size, meaning the distribution
of pore sizes is greater for larger particles. The standard errors averaged over the
depth of the medium are sx = 0.2, 0.14, 0.26 for φ = 6.7, 10.1, 5.1 respectively, which
confirms that the larger particle size and the uniformity of packing near the surface
is relevant at the individual pore level.
A method by which pore connectivity was also measured was attempted however
this became very difficult to quantify in any meaningful way. The locations and
sizes of the pores were taken from the previous image analysis of the 2D domain
cuts. Figure 3.11 shows early attempts to visualize the pore networks for a few
cases. One issue encountered in this quantification was deciding the threshold for
extrema with regard to pore throat size. This would require a record of previous
pore locations along with their respective diameters and comparison must be made
between all neighboring layers to ascertain accurate connectivity information. An
added complication is the branching of pores and directional considerations other
than those purely in the main flow direction. After consideration this method was
scrapped in favor of probabilistic representations of the pore size distributions.
3.8.4 Impact of interfacial area
Figure 3.12 gives the dimensionless liquid-gas interfacial area for each geometry as a
function of dimensionless time. The clearest visible trends within the figures are the
general slopes for all cases. When φ = 10.1 and φ = 6.7 we see a decrease over time
in interfacial area for both hydraulic heads. The slope of the φ = 5.1 case seems
instead to oscillate around a constant value. The overall oscillation in interfacial
area is indicative of liquid buildup at pore throats and subsequent sporadic jumping
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(a) φ = 6.7, minimum radius size 5 lu. (b) φ = 6.7, minimum radius size 8 lu.
Figure 3.11: Pore connectivity representations, red circles represent pores and
blue lines to which other pores they connect.
patterns of pore saturation. The φ = 5.1 case displays small fluctuation amplitudes,
suggesting slower infiltration in time. The underlying cause of the intermittent
Figure 3.12: (a) Dimensionless liquid-gas interfacial area Alg/εL2 as a function
of dimensionless time t∗ for φ = 6.7, 10.1, 5.1 with Bo = 8.92. (b) Dimensionless
liquid-gas interfacial area Alg/εL2 as a function of dimensionless time t∗ for
φ = 6.7, 10.1, 5.1 with Bo = 3.96.
behavior of liquid-gas area buildup and possible stagnation lies in the balance of
forces acting in the capillary structure and has been mathematically formalized in
Cassie and Baxter (Cassie and Baxter 1944) for describing the mechanical balance
responsible for the behavior of droplets leaning on rough surfaces. The same concept
has been applied for describing the rapid pore-scale displacement known as Haines
jump (Haines 1930). We can formalize such a force balance by applying the principle
of Helmholtz free energy F which describes the thermodynamic balance of a isochoric
and isothermal system as in (3.63). This formulation is valid under the assumption
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of low capillary numbers where viscous forces can be considered negligible.




pidVi + γdAlg (3.64)
= −(pw − pnw)dVw + γdAlg (3.65)
= −pcd(Sat Vf ) + γdAlg (3.66)





Vf = εVtot (3.68)
where pw, pnw, pc are the liquid, gas and capillary pressure, respectively; Vl, Vf , Vtot
are the liquid, total void, and total volume; and Alg is the liquid-gas interfacial area.
Applying the concepts of thermodynamics of surface tension we rewrite Eq. (3.63)
as Eq. (3.64). This equation represents the maximum amount of reversible work
done by such a system, and with a few algebraic manipulations the resulting relation
is given in Eq. (3.67).
This equation clearly shows the relationship between the interfacial area derivative
and capillary pressure. This relationship determines the energy balance of the
system: in presence of an interfacial area expansion, the capillary pressure term must
compensate to facilitate liquid infiltration. This energy requirement can explain why
drastic expansions, as the one induced by the packed microstructure at the bottom
of the medium, can considerably reduce infiltration rate and possibly impede it. The
continuous liquid buildup at the pore throat and rapid pore invasion mechanisms
induced by packed microstructures give rise to intermittent infiltration behavior at
pore-level and an anomalous reduced infiltration rate at the macroscopic scale.
Thus to further evaluate this formalized requirement we plot in Figure 3.13 the
interfacial area as a function of saturation for all cases. In Figure 3.13(a) and 3.13(b)
where infiltration occurs the general slope is negative so that the inequality in Eq.
(3.67) is easily satisfied and infiltration occurs uniformly. In Figure 3.13(c) it is clear
that especially under lower hydraulic pressure the area does not significantly decrease
with saturation, indicating that Eq. (3.67) is possibly not satisfied in some pores
and total infiltration of the medium is slowed down. In addition, infiltration fails
when the area-saturation derivative is not sufficiently steep after some small initial
increase. When this derivative condition is reached infiltration occurs, however this
condition must be maintained for increasing saturation for the process to continue.
If the interfacial area increment is too large to be sustained by the capillary pressure,
infiltration will stop, causing the packed bed to act like a capillary barrier.
Ross (1990) discussed capillary barriers and determined criteria for their size and
liquid diversion capacity in analytical terms (Ross 1990). Diversion capacity in this
case refers to the amount of liquid that can be channeled in a lateral direction by
the interaction between an upper and lower layer of different sized particles. It is
important to note that while the effect has been noted and studied, the conditions for
the phenomenon to affect the infiltration process from a morphological perspective
have not been quantified, to the best knowledge of the authors. This phenomenon
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Figure 3.13: Dimensionless liquid-gas interfacial area Alg/εL2 as a function of
saturation Sat(t∗) for φ = 6.7 (a), φ = 10.1 (b), and φ = 5.1 (c).
clearly plays a role in infiltration dynamics, even when contact angles are near neutral.
The morphological impact on liquid infiltration is expected to increase when the
contact angle is reduced; thus quantifying its influence is of importance for cases with
variable saturation, as is the case with rainfall infiltration of soils. An investigation
of the capillary pressure should provide more insight on this issue.
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3.8.5 Effective capillary number
Dimensionless parameters
We now introduce another parameter representing the dimensionless wetting phase
height is given as h∗ = h/d. This parameter represents a measure of the approximate
pore sizes in the microstructure against the applied hydrostatic pressure from the











where uc is the pore-scale characteristic velocity. The pore-scale capillary number
represents the importance of gravity-induced viscous forces over surface tension at
the pore scale. The values for each of the dimensionless parameters is given in Table
3.7. The porous subdomain thickness in case 2 and 6 are modified, thus the particle
size is slightly reduced to keep the packing ratio the same, however the hydrostatic
pressure applied is unchanged.
Table 3.7: Dimensionless quantities for each case, grouped by φ.
Case # φ h∗ Cac
1 10.1 10 0.041
2 10.1 13 0.025
3 10.1 15 0.041
4 6.7 6.7 0.092
5 6.7 10 0.092
6 6.7 11.3 0.074
7 5.1 5 0.167
8 5.1 7.5 0.167
9 5.1 15 0.167
We examine the interdependence of velocity and saturation Sat by plotting the
effective capillary number Caeff as a function of saturation in Figure ??. The












where the velocity is given by the rate of overall stream-wise infiltration over time.
Saturation is calculated by summing the total nodes occupied by the wetting phase
and dividing by the total available void space within the porous domain subsection.
In Figure 3.14 we see an overall decrease in velocity as the saturation increases
for all cases. This decrease of Caeff as a function of saturation remains overall
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Figure 3.14: (a) Effective capillary number Caeff as a function of saturation,
φ = 10.1. (b) φ = 6.7 (c) φ = 5.1. Approximately Caeff ∝ 1/Sat after initial
infiltration stage.
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constant after the initial phase of infiltration through the uppermost layer. This
can can attributed to our definition of the infiltrating velocity and the increasing
viscous resistance to the infiltration fluid as saturation increases. If one assumes the
derivative of Caeff with respect to saturation remains constant then as the rate of
saturation increase in time is reduced, we must have a complementary increase in
the viscous resistance.
It can also be noted that h∗ plays little to no role in the determination of the
velocity, as the curves are largely similar. When the packing parameter is larger as
in (a) and (b) we see little effect of particle size on the infiltration velocity; however
when the medium is very thin compared to the particle size as in (c), we observe
a larger variation in the infiltration rate along with little distinction between the
initial stage and subsequent infiltration rate. This observation suggests that in the
presence of large pore sizes and thin layers, the magnitude of the hydraulic pressure
has a substantial effect on the flow dynamics, given also that dynamic effects and
gravitational forces at the pore scales, (larger Cac), become important. This impact
on the fluid velocity can be better understood when one examines the capillary
pressure within the porous network.
3.8.6 Effective capillary pressure
To examine this phenomenon from the pore-scale interactions, we plot the capillary
pressure present across the phasic interface within the porous medium. While it
is difficult to determine this pressure difference in every location within the pore
network, we can use the fact that we are working with thin porous media to look
at the spatially averaged capillary pressure across the full interface. In addition to
this consideration we also note that since the full volume is included, viscous forces
are included as well. Thus when we observe a high pc,eff value at high Caeff , we
may have both effects: a high velocity and high viscous pressure drop and/or a high
(positive) capillary pressure. In either case pc,eff represents the total contribution of
forces opposed to the flow rather than an isolated one.
The wetting phase pressure is calculated by summing the density values for the
wetted nodes and the non-wetting pressure at the non-wetted nodes and dividing
by node count appropriately. This approach cannot account for non-wetting phase
pockets that remain trapped within the microstructure however we argue that due
to the thin nature of the medium in question we can reasonably assume the interface
is largely along the wetting front.
In Figure 3.15 we plot the effective capillary pressure-saturation curves and see a
correlation regarding particle size and flow behavior, with the larger particle sizes
exhibiting hydrophobic characteristics. The effective capillary pressure is defined
to be the capillary pressure divided by the ratio of surface tension to particle size.
This formulation differs slightly from that of Weitz et al. (Weitz et al. 1987) in that
we substitute a characteristic pore throat radius for particle size, which have been
determined to be of the same magnitude.
p0 = γ/d, (3.72)
pc,eff = (pw − pnw)/p0. (3.73)
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In Figure 3.15 we observe a variation of the average values of the effective capillary
Figure 3.15: (a) Effective capillary pressure pc,eff as a function of saturation,
φ = 10.1. (b) φ = 6.7 (c) φ = 5.1. Positive capillary pressures represent capillary
forces acting against the flow gradient; negative ones represent capillary suction.
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pressure: in the case of a small particles compared to the layer thickness as in (a),
the capillary pressures increase along with hydraulic head (h∗) or pore scale velocity
(Cac), from negative values (suction) to slightly positive ones. This trend indicates
that as we increase the pressure head we observe less pronounced suction induced by
the hydrophilicity of the material. A similar effect is observed when increasing Cac,
analogous to decreasing the strength of surface tension forces. This last observation
also explains why in Figure 3.14 (a) the Caeff exhibits a high value for low Cac; as
the infiltration rate is strongly sustained by the hydrophilicity of the medium. In (b)
we observe a similar but less pronounced trend and we notice that the average values
of the effective capillary pressure are all positive, implying the the contribution of
capillary suction is no longer dominant. In (c), when the particle size is comparable
with the thickness of the medium, we again observe a significant increase of pc,eff ,
suggesting again that the hydraulic pressure exerted at the pore level contributes
heavily to the capillary pressure dynamics.
In Figure 3.15 we also see the capillary pressure remains fairly stable throughout
the simulations for most of the cases however the range of saturation values varies
significantly. In some cases the infiltration is fairly constant, experiencing small
changes in dynamic capillary pressure as new pores are filled however this isn’t true
for all cases. Generally speaking, we observe that oscillations in capillary pressure
tend to increase as its average value increases, from negative (indicating hydrophilic
behaviour of the effective dynamics) to positive values (indicating a medium that
acts as a hydrophobic one).
The cases with larger particles exhibit the behavior of a valve-like barrier on the
flow as defined by positive values of capillary pressure. In this case the meniscus
on the interface is convex in the direction of wetting phase flow. This positive
capillary pressure has been found to appear in cases with higher initial fluid velocity
as described by Weitz et al. (Weitz et al. 1987). Weitz et al. showed that dynamic
capillary pressure is dependent upon this initial fluid velocity. This effect has also
been observed in cases where a non-wetting fluid is displacing a more dense wetting
fluid under gravitational forces (Løvoll et al. 2011).
In the cases investigated herein a more dense fluid is invading a less dense one.
In such a case we observe a similar general dynamic trend of the capillary pressure,
whereby increasing the hydraulic head and the infiltration velocity, we notice an
increase of the capillary pressure. However, we also observe a marked effect of the
packing parameter, determining the porous microstructure. This observation tells us
that it is possible to regulate the capillary pressure by modifying the particle size
as a means to regulate the the flow behavior within the system. In addition to this
insight, we can examine the impact of velocity and consequently, dynamic capillary
pressure, on infiltration homogeneity.
3.8.7 Infiltration homogeneity
In Figure 3.16 we plot the probability distribution functions (PDFs) of infiltration
depth at timestep tlb = 250, 000 and examine the resultant distributions. In these
cases homogeneous infiltration is characterized by a singular spike near 0 whereas
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less homogeneous flow is shown by bimodal behavior as well as less extreme slopes.
In (a) we see two of the three cases exhibit a tighter distribution around the mean
infiltration depth, denoting a more homogeneous wetting front; however the case
with higher hydraulic pressure exhibits less homogeneity. In both (b) and (c) we see
similarly less homogeneous infiltration patterns with the exception of the case where
h∗ = 15, Cac = 0.167 where once again the infiltration appears more homogeneous.
This aberration in the results can be explained by the quick convergence of this
case to an equilibrium state due to the thickness of the porous layer in combination
with the high hydraulic pressure applied. The general observed trend suggests that
when increasing the hydraulic pressure and the pore size compared to the layer
thickness; while the flow exhibits higher infiltration rates, the suction mechanism
(hydrophilicity) is inhibited and an adverse effective capillary pressure arises. This
pressure induces less homogeneous infiltration patterns. In observing this trend of
less homogeneous flow for larger particle sizes, we have shown that by applying
an initial hydrostatic pressure above a certain threshold to the system and by
increasing the particle size we can increase the dynamic capillary pressure (as defined
in this work) and generate the conditions under which the porous medium acts in a
hydrophobic manner, slowing the resultant wetting phase velocity within the pores.
This lower velocity generates higher occurrences of fingering, which is consistent
with the works of Weitz et al. (Weitz et al. 1987) and Cueto-Felgueroso and Juanes
(Cueto-Felgueroso and Juanes 2008). Thus by choosing a particular particle size
one can effectively determine the infiltration rate of the system by bringing about
the conditions wherein an inherently hydrophilic or borderline material can act in a
hydrophobic manner.
This particular property can be of use in designing green roof soil substrates where
a particle size can chosen with a specific hydraulic load to behave in a hydrophobic
manner and slow pore infiltration. By layering differently sized particles one can
create a system that acts differently under different hydraulic loads without resorting
to overly-thick individual layers. This can reduce material use and weight applied to
the structure, depending on the material chosen.
3.9 Conclusions and Future Work
3.9.1 Implications for green roof substrate design
In this section the direct consequences of the previous investigations will be discussed.
We begin by examining the impact of packing and infiltration rate. This rate is
quantified by α which is the exponent of the power law. In Figure 3.17 we plot
the value of alpha as a ’function’ of the Bond number and the packing ratio. α
can be considered as a measure of the ability of the microstructure to detain the
infiltrating rainfall, with higher values corresponding to more rapid infiltration and
shorter detention time. Therefore it is recommended to consider the microstructure
with regard to depth and particle size in the design of a green roof, particularly when
including thin substrate layers, when the thickness of the medium and the particle
size are of the same magnitude. We see that there are changes in the behavior of the
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Figure 3.16: PDFs (f(ld,norm)) of normalized wetting phase infiltration depth
(ld,norm) as given in standard errors from mean infiltration depth. Single high
peaks near ld,norm = 0 indicate highly homogeneous infiltration.
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Figure 3.17: α extracted at intermediate times from Figure 3.8 plotted as a
function of φ and Bo.
infiltration rate for lower packing ratios however the system improves dramatically
when the packing ratio is increased, even with lower rainfall intensities. To examine
these findings in more detail, we look at the pore-scale velocity, capillary pressure,
and their interplay with the microstructure.
In order to get a better idea of the interdependence of the velocity, capillary
pressure, saturation, and microstructure we attempt to collapse all cases onto a single
curve. Figure 3.18 displays the time-averaged Reynolds number as a function of the
effective capillary pressure. The averages for the Reynolds number and the effective



























The time averaging neglects the first time instances wherein the infiltration rate
constitute outlier values due to initialization of the infiltrating liquid. Thus t = 0+
represents the second saved iteration and t = tend represents the final saved iteration.
In Figure 3.18 the results have been plotted and grouped by packing ratio, with the
lower hydraulic pressures in each group to the left of their higher counterparts within
each group. The points show the correlation between capillary pressure and velocity
across the threshold from negative to positive values of capillary pressure. A similar
relationship is shown for instance in Weitz et al. however in that work the dynamic
contribution to capillary pressure is related to velocity by the equation
∆pc(u) = γ/rth(−1 +KNxCa), (3.77)
NCa = µU/γ. (3.78)
where γ/rth is the static pressure required to de-pin the phasic interface and rth is
some characteristic pore throat radius. NCa is the capillary number and K, x are
fitting parameters representing the strength of the dynamic contribution, dependent
upon initial velocity. Rather than using the capillary number we choose to use
the Reynolds number as our microstructure is dissimilar across our cases; which
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is held constant in their work. In the Weitz formulation the exponent x would be
valued differently due to the nonlinear dynamic capillary term coefficient utilizing the
pore throat radius and including the capillary number as opposed to the Reynolds
number. In addition Weitz et al. controlled the entry velocities whereas in our case
the velocities are measured as a consequence of the the infiltration dynamics. By
controlling the inlet velocities an external forcing of the flow is assumed whereas
by allowing gravity and capillary suction to drive the flow no such contribution is
applied. This allows for a dynamic measurement of the flow and its properties as a
direct consequence of the microstructure. Despite the difference in model parameters
we see a striking similarity in the results when we apply a least squares fit of our
collapsed data points to the modified equation of Weitz et al., as shown in Figure 3.18.
The cases with the highest φ value exhibit a lower effective capillary pressure, with
Figure 3.18: Collapsed curve of mean effective capillary pressure as a function of
Reynolds number. All cases represented, grouped by packing ratio φ. Weitz fit
given by pc,eff = −1 + 7.508Re
0.4
little variation in velocity when the hydrostatic pressure is increased. They range
from capillary suction dominated to more neutral in terms of the driving force for
infiltration. The clustering remains similar for φ = 6.7 however the capillary pressure
is shifted more in the positive direction, denoting decreasing influence of capillary
suction driven infiltration. Finally, for the smallest value of φ we see a wide range of
velocities, denoting a much stronger dependence of the infiltration on the applied
hydrostatic pressure. The capillary pressure increases with more responsiveness with
this increased hydraulic pressure when the medium thickness and particle size are
of the same magnitude. From this we can state there is a correlation between the
choice of particle size and infiltration dynamics in thin homogeneous porous media.
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This model allows us to represent the effects of the microstructure and the resulting
velocity on the capillary pressure present within the medium.
3.9.2 Applicability of the results
If one considers how these results can be combined with previous research into
green roof performance there are a few points to consider. Firstly, we stress here
that we have considered only the growth substrate and no vegetation is included.
If vegetation is included we must consider the mechanical blocking effect at the
surface however this simply reduces the quantity of surface water for infiltration. In
addition, root networks will disturb the soil matrix and contribute to small channels
throughout the medium where liquid can flow more easily. These channels may
contribute to areas in the substrate where liquid will not reach as frequently and
will be more hydrophobic. From a larger time scale the impact of evapotranspiration
must be considered, however this process primarily affects the retention capacity of
a green roof as it removes trapped water from the smallest pores rather than the
liquid able to infiltrate and drain out of the soil. Most green roof constructions also
include a drainage layer directly beneath the root barrier layer and growth substrate
layer. This means that at the base of the growth substrate the packing will resemble
the physics where wall impacts will be significant.
Despite the limitations listed above, these parametric design visualizations can be
invaluable from a design perspective to understand the behavior of the packing ratio
and rainfall intensity on infiltration velocity. This observed velocity can be related
directly to the capillary pressures of different substrates prior to extensive testing.
By applying the results presented here one can design the substrate on a variety of
parameters that influence each other and gain some idea of the substrate behavior
prior to any in situ testing. Additionally there is merit in considering the climatic
conditions in the location of installation as by taking local rainfall quantities into
account in the design, it is possible to optimize the roof performance for extreme
conditions where the benefit of a green roof is maximized. It is also possible to
layer different particle thicknesses so as to create a substrate that is designed to
perform optimally under variable conditions. By designing substrates with these
parameters in mind one can achieve the desired detention of rainfall in a green roof.
Though these tools are useful there is much to be explored in this field, particularly
when one considers the dynamic effects of saturation, capillary pressure and the
resultant infiltration velocities when restrictions on the microstructure are placed to
impede infiltration but not prevent it. A comparison of the behaviors presented in
this chapter against real substrates is undertaken to determine if any of the trends
identified in these works can be observed using real-world microstructures.
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3.10 Impact of topological heterogeneity on liquid
infiltration of a thin growth substrate using
XMT scans
3.10.1 X-ray microtomography scan information
In this section we present results generated from applying the lattice Boltzmann
technique to domains generated from X-ray microtomography scans (XMT) taken
from a green roof growth substrate consisting primarily of crushed brick. The scans
were taken on core samples of virgin material with the dimension 50 mm in diameter
by 68 mm in depth. They were taken at a resolution of 30 microns per pixel and
were graciously provided by Virginia Stovin and Simon De-Ville from the University
of Sheffield; more details on the composition of the substrate and the scanning
procedure may be found in (De-Ville et al. 2017). The technique of segmentation was
applied to the raw scans to remove organic matter and convert the images to binary
using the open source software ImageJ, such that only void spaces and particles
remain.
3.10.2 Subdomain idenification
Due to the resolution of the original scans it was impossible to run any simulations on
the full domain due to its sheer size, thus subdomains were selected from the full core.
Before any such selection, an analysis of the core was undertaken to determine the
average porosities within the medium for an array of candidate subdomain volumes.
Unlike in the previous sections there is no common particle size by which to choose
the domain thus the reliance on a macroscopic quantification to best determine the
most representative subdomain. Ultimately, two such subdomains were chosen based
upon the results of the porosity analysis, one that reflects the average porosity within
the core sample and one that reflects a more extreme porosity value, these being
ε = 0.212 and ε = 0.328, respectively. Figure 3.19 displays two-dimensional cuts
of the chosen subdomains of the core sample. As one can see in Figure 3.19b it is
possible that voids may occur within a solid particle and thus will not play any role
in the infiltration process of the wetting liquid, though we point out here that as
these domains are 3-dimensional this may not necessarily be the case in this image.
3.10.3 Implementation in LBM
The implementation of the XMT scans into the LBM environment is very similar
to that which we have previously described, with a few noteworthy modifications.
Firstly, since the resolution of the scans is 30 microns and the simulations undertaken
with the monodisperse packed beds is at about 70 microns, the domain sizes must
be adjusted accordingly if the same volume is to be simulated. We have therefore
used a volume with 420 voxels laterally and 140 vertical voxels, representing the
porous domain. An additional 140 voxels of liquid is introduced above the XMT
media and the gravitational constant is modified accordingly to maintain the same
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.19: 2D cuts of the XMT core center(curved walls removed), void in white,
particles in black.
Bond number. The new gravitational value is g = 8.24× 10−6 to match the same
hydrostatic pressure applied for a liquid height of 5 mm. Another modification is the
number of timesteps, reduced from 400K to 50K but with an increased resolution
of results every 1K timesteps to better capture the initial infiltration effects. As
a comparison the same subdomains were rerun with half of the spatial resolution,
marked ’LR’ in the figures, to ascertain the impact of a coarser resolution on the
infiltration dynamics. This resolution was set at the same value as the packed bed
simulations and was accomplished by simply reducing the matrix rank using a nearest
neighbor algorithm to determine whether a cell was void or solid.
3.10.4 Saturation and interfacial area
In Figure 3.20 the evolution of saturation and interfacial area over time is plotted
for each subdomain. It is immediately clear that in the case of the representative
porosity subdomain the infiltration reaches an equilibrium state in a short period
of time whereas the more porous subdomain continuously experiences a low rate of
infiltration after a comparatively quicker initial filling state. We can see a significant
difference in the initial and subsequent behavior of the lower resolution runs, which
begin at a higher saturation value due to the resolution reduction. In the case of
the ε = 0.328 subdomain we also see an increased saturation in time, suggesting
that the reduction in resolution has either removed particles blocking the flow or
opened new pathways. The other possible cause for this difference is that the flow is
no longer correctly resolved and thus we do not see the valve-like blocking effect on
the flow caused by the capillary pressure, as discussed later. In the case of ε = 0.328
we see the initial infiltration state from t∗ = 0 − 15 correspond to drops in the
interfacial area, due to the initial contact between the liquid and porous domain.
Subsequent to this stage we see a steady increase in the interfacial area as the liquid
penetrates the microstructure. The lack of instantaneous jumps in the interfacial
area is indicative of a lack of spontaneous filling of pores through the buildup of
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.20: (a) Saturation and (b) interfacial area as a function of nondimensional
time. ε = 0.328 and ε = 0.212. ’LR’ - Low Resolution.
pressure to overcome the surface tension but rather a creeping infiltration. The case
with porosity ε = 0.212 displays a somewhat similar infiltration curve however an
equilibrium is reached very quickly whereafter the saturation and interfacial area do
not very appreciably in time. In order to verify this we must examine the capillary
pressure within each subdomain. Once again we see a marked difference in the lower
resolution cases. We see an appreciable drop in initial surface area, from close to
100% to 40% for the more porous subdomain and from 60% to about 20% for the
less porous one. This suggests strongly that there are many areas within the medium
that cannot be infiltrated, representing ’dead area’ wherein no infiltration is possible,
thus reducing the possible maximum theoretical interfacial area. The systemic nature
of this drop for both cases lends support to this explanation.
3.10.5 Capillary pressure
In Figure 3.21 the effective capillary pressure as defined by pc,eff = (pw − pnw)d/γ
is plotted as a function of time and saturation. It is important to note here that a
negative sign denotes capillary suction and a positive sign a valve-like blocking effect
on infiltration. This is due to the higher pressure found on the non-wetting side of
the interface as determined by the concave nature of the meniscus as we have set the
contact angle to be slightly hydrophilic. An oscillatory pattern is displayed by both
cases, with that of the high porosity displaying a higher amplitude of oscillation.
Once again the initial period is separable from the subsequent infiltration. In the
initial stages the capillary pressure changes sign several times, with an equilibrium
value slightly positive, denoting the lack of capillary suction in the later stages of
the observed infiltration. This observation confirms the hypothesis concerning the
gradual increase in the interfacial area without instantaneous jumps. A position of
equilibrium for the effective capillary pressure is reached for both cases, at t∗ = 30
for ε = 0.328 and at t∗ = 15 for ε = 0.212. When one considers the volume averaged
capillary pressure as a function of saturation it is difficult to extract any correlation.
What we can say is that on the whole the pressure oscillates throughout the process
of infiltration, as evidenced when one zooms in as in Figure 3.22 for the case of
ε = 0.212. The value of capillary pressure repeatedly changes sign, leading to the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.21: Effective capillary pressure as a function of (a) time, and (b) satura-
tion. ’LR’ - Low Resolution.
postulation that capillary suction is not the primary driving force of the infiltration
in this case. If one examines the lower resolution cases we find a similar pattern
displayed, particularly for the less porous case, wherein the saturation is slightly
higher however values for capillary pressure remain similar, though slightly higher
in the lower resolution case. This is true for both porosities, with some oscillation
occurring for the more porous case which is in line with the continued infiltration
previously observed. Both cases with reduced resolution display higher value of
positive capillary pressure, corresponding to a resistance to the infiltrating liquid.
If the changes in topology are not the driving factor here then we must conclude
that the flow is insufficiently resolved at this resolution, at least with regard to
the overall capillary pressure with in the subdomain. We now wish to examine the
localized capillary pressure for all cases, as this will give additional insight. A closer
Figure 3.22: Effective capillary pressure as a function of saturation, zoom for
3.21b, ε = 0.212
examination of the capillary pressure is necessary, thus the local capillary pressure
is calculated within 6 lattice nodes to the wetting-non-wetting interface. At each
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timestep the effective capillary pressure is calculated at all local interfaces within
the porous volume and the mean and standard deviations are plotted in Figure 3.23.
3.10.6 Localized capillary pressure
Figure 3.23 displays the local effective capillary pressure for each porosity. It is
immediately clear that when ε = 0.212 the mean value of local capillary pressure
is near zero however the standard deviations show a large heterogeneity present
within the microstructure. We see the mean value shifted slightly to the positive for
the more porous case which agrees with the volumetric averaging for the capillary
pressure in this case. The lower porosity case displays behavior inconsistent with
the notion of infiltration occurring as a consequence of capillary suction, thus we
conclude that viscous forces are playing a more significant role. If this is the case
then we should examine the distributions of the porosity within the representative
volume as well as the pore size and particle size distributions. The distributions
(a) (b)
Figure 3.23: Mean and standard deviation of local capillary pressure over time.
(a) standard resolution (b) ’LR’ - Low Resolution.
for the same quantities are plotted in Figure 3.23b but for the cases with reduced
spatial resolution. The results very significantly from the higher resolution cases,
with more pronounced shifts in the more porous case. The capillary pressure means
are consistently negative, indicating capillary suction is contributing to the advance
of the liquid front, a clear difference from the higher resolution counterpart. The
case with ε = 0.212 is more consistent with its higher resolution counterpart, wherein
little to no capillary suction occurs. The observed differences must be put down to
the alteration of the microstructure with the reduction in resolution. In the case of
ε = 0.212 the results appear to be consistent regardless of resolution, indicating we
are indeed observing a physical phenomenon rather than an artifact of the numerics.
3.10.7 Porosity and pore size distribution
In Figure 3.24 the frequency histogram of porosities calculated for a structured
distribution of subdomains within the full core is presented along with the pore
size distribution for the chosen subdomains on which the infiltration simulations
were run. The porosity distribution ranges from very low porosities such as 0.06
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to more open solid matrices with values closer to 0.35. The mean value of 0.212
is chosen as one of our cases on the basis it represents most accurately the mean
porosity within the core sample and one more extreme case is chosen to illustrate
the differences in infiltration with a variation in porosity. No values lower than
the mean are chosen for this study as once porosity decreases further the pore
network no longer supports connections spanning the depth of the medium and
only isolated pockets may experience infiltration, given the contact angle of choice
in this work which is near neutral. The distribution of pore size shown in Figure
(a) (b)
Figure 3.24: (a) Porosity frequency histogram of core subdomains. (b) PDF of
pore size, ε = 0.328 and ε = 0.212
3.24b shows a high occurrence of very small pores with a radius of about 5 lattice
units or 150 microns, and pores above 15-20 lattice units (450-600 microns) are very
rare indeed. This brings up the issue of spatial resolution when one considers the
lack of infiltration observed, particularly in the case with porosity ε = 0.212. It is
possible that higher resolution is required to adequately capture the geometry for
such small pores, wherein significant energy is required to overcome the resistive
forces, particularly in the case where we have little to no capillary suction occurring.
Particle size probability distribution functions are given in Figure 3.25 for each
individual subdomain. In both cases the sizes of the particles are of the same
magnitude as that of the pore sizes and even more interestingly, the distributions are
very similar in terms of a larger frequency of smaller particles followed by a fairly
steep drop-off in larger particle occurrence. The most notable difference is the cluster
of larger particles in the case of ε = 0.212, surrounded by much smaller particles,
likely tightly packed. This is in contrast to the case of ε = 0.328 where we see a
more gradual increase in particle size and smaller maxima, indicating a slightly more
homogeneous distribution of particles of similar size, which lends itself to having a
higher porosity overall.
3.10.8 Conclusions and Future Work
There are several points of interest to point out from the analysis of liquid infiltration
in a realistic growth substrate. The most important take-away is that in the case of
extremely low porosity substrates such as those presented in this work, it is likely
that higher resolution images are necessary to capture the physics in the micro-pores.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.25: Particle size PDFs for (a) ε = 0.328 (b) ε = 0.212
This argument is based upon the observed difficulties in the cases we have run with
infiltration at such low porosities and a near-neutral contact angle. Another point of
note is the magnitude equivalence between the measured pore and particle sizes, as
well as their respective probability distribution curves. Considering the subdomains
we examined are taken from different locations within the core sample it may be
argued that if one takes a sufficiently large subdomain it may be possible to assume
it to be representative of a larger sample core or growth substrate. This would most
certainly require more work to verify however the current results are encouraging, at
least with the material in this work.
Another consequence of this study is the differences (and lack thereof) observed in
the volumetric and local effective capillary pressure. We see a consistency in the low
porosity cases between the two quantities, indicating a lack of marked contribution
from capillary suction. As previously mentioned, the volumetric capillary pressure
includes both viscous and capillary forces; so when we see little contribution locally
we can identify that the viscous forces are the dominating factor for infiltration. This
ability to capture and separate these individual forces allows to more accurately
identify when capillary suction plays no role in infiltration, which can be caused if
the correct materials and particle sizes are chosen for such a growth substrate.
When the idealized packed bed cases are compared to the cases with realistic
porous topology we are able to see similar physical phenomenon but in the case of
the sample identified here, the porosity is markedly different. This leads to large
divergences in infiltration rates and interfacial areas. Whereas the idealized cases
displayed some rate of infiltration even without capillary suction, in the realistic
cases we do not see this. The answer may lie in the interfacial area, as we see frequent
oscillations in the idealized cases which here again are not observed in the realistic
domain simulations. This would suggest that while in the idealized cases there is
sufficient energy to overcome the surface tension forces this does not exist in the
realistic cases. This would seem counter-intuitive since greater energy is required
to invade rapidly expanding pores, thus we argue that the pore expansions in the
realistic domains expand rapidly enough as to prevent any infiltration. This can be
due to the irregular topology and the presence of larger particles interspersed with
much smaller ones, leading to more extreme pore throats and connections that those
present in the idealized cases with regular particle topology.
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These observations motivate my recommendations for future investigation of this
aspect of infiltration of realistic substrates. I believe attention should be paid to
increase the spatial resolution of XMT scanned images to ensure the flow is correctly
captured. The applicability of a subdomain as a representative volume needs to be
investigated, as it is expensive to resolve full-scale substrates using LBM. If it is
found not be possible to predict some dynamics from a subdomain then perhaps
another approach must be considered. The most obvious expansion of this work is
to remove the single contact angle restriction and allow for heterogeneous material
makeup but this must be carefully considered as once complexity is added to the
microstructure it may be more difficult to isolate the more fundamental physical
phenomenon determining the infiltration dynamics. In short, the goal of further work
should be to attempt to approach a more realistic substrate in terms of material
composition and size/representativity for larger scale green roofs.
Chapter 4
Summary and conclusions
In this work two main objectives concerning the mitigation of storm water runoff in
urban environments were investigated: i) optimization of a green roof by placement
and ii) optimization of a green roof growth substrate by design. These goals were
investigated through the use of CFD modeling techniques to both ascertain their
applicability as well as determine the accuracy and possibility of their use as predictive
tools in lieu of excessive trial-and-error approaches. In this regard my final thoughts
are organized here by topic for ease of the reader.
4.1 Optimization of green roof placement
The work consisted of applying a RANS model with turbulent closure models for
each rainfall phase in addition to the wind phase to solve the motion of wind-driven
rainfall against building facades. The motion of the rain phases were tracked in the
vicinity of the buildings and the quantity of rainfall incident on the building facades
was calculated. Two validation cases were undertaken and a full scale application
was attempted. The results consisted of highly variable accuracy for the validation
cases and insurmountable difficulties with regard to the full scale case.
If one considers the computational resources required to solve the Eulerian
multiphase system for wind and multiple rain phases the results are not encouraging
if compared to alternative approaches. The aim of including the full turbulent model
closures was to improve accuracy by capturing turbulent dispersion near the building
facade where most irregular motion will occur and wind velocities are locally the
highest. This was not the obtained result, though this can be due to a variety of
factors. My opinion on the matter is that there are too many possibilities when
determining number of phases to use, the best method of initializing turbulent
conditions for both rain and wind phases, how to best locally determine the velocities
at the facade, and which turbulent model is best suited for the whole investigation.
The addition of more phases reduces each phase’s volumetric ratio, and this reduction
can cause numerical instabilities since the phasic ratios are already rarified. The local
velocities are averaged near the facade boundary over a chosen subarea however no
studies undertaken (that this author is aware of) have quantified the effect of altering
the averaging area or at what distance the measurement is best taken. The closer to
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the boundary one gets the velocities will drop to zero within the viscous boundary
layer, thus nullifying any measurement significance. The largest issue I have come
across is the choice of initial condition and boundary initilization for the turbulent
quantities for the rainfall phases. The fields were initialized with minimal turbulent
kinetic energy as the wind phase is expected to transfer its energy to the rainfall
phases however I encountered many divergences at this stage. Subsequently several
different strategies were used and none were found to truly satisfactorily prevent
divergences. At smaller scales as with those of the validation cases it was possible
to prevent such issues however at the larger scale this issue was never resolved. My
thought is that much more investigation needs to be done on this particular aspect
of the simulations before advances can be made in accuracy, and this ties in to the
choice of turbulence model as well, also possibly improving accuracy.
4.2 Optimization of green roof growth substrate
by design
This work consisted of the application of the LBM technique to idealized growth
substrates comprising of monodisperse spherical particles in a random packing. Liquid
was initialized as surface water above the packed bed and gravitational forces drive
the infiltration of the liquid through the porous microstructure. Several parameters
including saturation, interfacial area, capillary pressure, wetting front homogeneity,
and pore size distribution are used to quantify the performance of different packed
beds, each with its own particle size and packing ratio. By looking at cases with a near-
neutral contact angle I have identified cases wherein the capillary forces act against
the flow gradient and effectively retard the infiltration of the liquid. This phenomenon
has been verified and explained by physical and mathematical formulations. The
effect of the microstructure on this phenomenon has been quantified and the results
applied to the design of green roof growth substrates. Effectively I have produced
some design guidelines concerning hydrostatic pressure and packing parameters that
can be used to produce differing effectivity of thin green roof growth substrates.
I find this work at the microstructural level very important as we need not rely
on curve fitting or empirical relations to determine the infiltration dynamics. We
are also able to identify individual factors contributing to the differing behaviors
and can test directly their interdependence. This direct method can be used to
determine the effects of packing, heterogeneous particle properties such as contact
angle or geometry on flows with relative ease; and can possibly be used to substitute
or complement experimental studies to gain more insight into unsaturated flow
hysteresis. The ultimate goal should be to predict full saturation-interfacial area-
water content curves without the need for measurements under some assumptions. In
this regard, examining the impact of dynamic properties such as dynamic capillary
pressure as the velocities with the porous microstructure are non-zero might aid in
this endeavor. Solving these problems under static conditions can only give a partial
picture and though it may be enough to provide adequate results at the macroscopic
scale it has not succeeded to fully capture the complex physics involved, hence the
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hysteresis we must contend with. I believe further examination of the processes using
transient measurements should be undertaken to determine methods for measuring
these interdependencies in real time. Additionally, more comparison with real green
roof microstructures are needed to elucidate over what scope and scale these findings
can be applied, do they hold to the applications themselves and if so over what
period of time? Finally, with the inclusion of organic matter the models will need to
capture vegetation, such a roots and soil displacement as well as climatic differences
which may influence the microstructure itself such as ice formation. In short, there
are many possible routes of future work that need to be explored to fully bring this
methodology to its potential for use in solving the optimization problem but promise
has been shown if we can examine the problem this way.
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